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Broadband Fan Noise

Generated by Small Scale Turbulence

Summary

This report describes the development of prediction methods for broadband fan noise fi:om

aircraft engines. First, experimental evidence of the most impo_nt source mechanisms is

reviewed. It is found that there are a number of competing source mechanism involved and

that there is no single dominant source to which noise control procedures can be applied.

Theoretical models are then developed for (i) ducted rotors and stator vanes interacting with

duct wall boundary layers, (ii) ducted rotor self noise (iii) stator vanes operating in the

wakes of rotors. All the turbulence parameters required for these models are based on

measured quantities. Finally the theoretical models are used to predict measured fan noise

levels with some success.
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I. Introduction

Broadband Fan Noise

Generated by Small Scale Turbulence

Fan noise can be considered as the combination of tone noise which occurs at the

blade passing frequency and it's harmonics, and broadband noise which has a continuous

spectrum contributing to all frequencies. In the past the tone noise has been considered the

dominant contributor to the subjectively important part of the aircraft noise spectrum (see

figure 1.1). However in new engine designs, which have larger diameters and fewer

blades, the fan tones are moved to lower frequencies which are less important subjectively.

Consequently the contribution of the broadband noise has been shown to be equally

important as the tone noise to the subjective measures of aircraft noise for large diameter

engines (Gliebe(1996)).

In general broadband aerodynamic noise is caused by turbulence and it's interaction

with rigid surfaces such as fan blades or stator vanes. The primary turbulent flows in an

aircraft engine are shown in figure 1.2. In some of the earliest work on broadband fan

noise the most important source mechanism was assumed to be the interaction of the rotor

blades or stator vanes with inflow turbulence (see for example Mani (1971), Mugridge and

Morfey (1972), Hanson (1973), Sevik (1974), Homicz and George (1974), Amiet

(1975)). For a rotor which has no upstream stator vanes the only source of turbulence, for

ideal clean inflow conditions, is the boundary layer turbulence at the duct wall (Mugridge

and Morley (1972), Moiseev et al (1978), Glegg (1993)). For stator vanes, which are

located downstream of a rotor, the flow is more complicated and includes turbulence in the

rotor blade wakes and the secondary flows in the hub and outer wall regions (see figure

1.2).

Prediction methodology given in the papers cited above was based on a description

of the turbulence and a blade response function which coupled the turbulent flow

fluctuations with the radiated sound. Various levels of sophistication were used in these

studies but in general the results were limited to flows with small Mach numbers.

However, very little was known about the turbulence in the engine, and so estimates

always had to be made of the turbulence parameters needed for the prediction models. More

recently an extensive study of the turbulent flows associated with broadband fan noise has

been carried out by Ganz et al (1995). This has provide new insights into inflow noise

mechanisms as will be described below. Furthermore recent wind tunnel studies by

Devenport (1997) have shown that the flows downstream of a typical set of loaded fan

blades include both small scale turbulence and random motion of coherent structures



associatedwith the secondaryflow. The small scaleself preservingcomponentsof the

turbulencewill be thefocusof thefanpredictionmethodologypresentedhere,while the

randommotionof thecoherentstructures,which may bedescribedby a probabilisticflow

model(GleggandDevenport(1991),Davenportet al (1996), Dhanaket al (1997)), and
may alsobea sourceof broadbandfan noise(Hanson(1973)),will not beconsideredin
detail.

In additionto thenoiseassociatedwith unsteadyinflows, thefan bladesandstator

vaneswill also generatetheir own turbulentboundarylayerandtip leakageflows, which

generatebroadbandnoise.Thesesourcemechanismsaredefinedasselfnoise sources, and

may be further categorized as trailing edge noise, caused by the blade boundary layer

interacting with the sharp trailing edge of the blade, and tip flow noise caused by the

leakage flow between the blade tips and the fan casing.

Trailing edge noise has been studied extensively for isolated blades (Ffowcs-

Williams and Hall (1970), Chase (1972), Amiet (1976),(1978), Howe (1978), Brooks and

Hodgson (1981), Kim and George (1982), Brooks et al (1989)), and has recently been

extended to multi-bladed rotors (Glegg (1996),(1997)). For this source mechanism sound

radiation is caused by the rapid adjustments of the turbulent boundary later fluctuations as

the turbulence is convected past the blade trailing edge. Analytical solutions exist for the

blade response and acoustic radiation but there is no suitable theoretical model for the

turbulence. However an extensive experimental study by Brooks et al (1989) provides an

empirical data base from which the trailing edge noise radiation from isolated blades can be

calculated as a function of blade Reynolds number, angle of attack (up to and beyond stall),

Mach number etc., and this has been extended to ducted fans (Glegg(1997)). At the present

time the state of the art of turbulent flow modeling using numerical approaches cannot

provide the detail and range of conditions covered by the Brooks et al(1989) data, and so

their semi empirical approach appears to be the most effective procedure for obtaining

estimates of blade self noise currently available. However, as numerical procedures

improve it may be possible to obtain a completely theoretical trailing edge noise prediction

method.

Tip leakage flow increases with the size of the gap between the rotor blade tip and

the duct wall casing, and there is extensive experimental evidence (Longhouse (1978),

Fukano et al (1986), Mugridge and Morley (1972), Kameier (1997)) that fan broadband

noise also increases with tip gap. The tip leakage flow and the associated secondary flow is

not well understood and will also depend on the rotor loading. There are currently no

theoretical or semi empirical prediction models for this broadband fan noise mechanism

which is surprising considering it's relative importance. However as will be shown below,



thewaketurbulencecloseto theductwall is alsoincreasedwhenthetip gapis increasedso

theinflow turbulenceto the statorvanesis affectedby the tip gap and this may cause

increasednoiselevels,dependingontheparticularrotor/statorconfiguration.Consequently
it isnot alwaysclearthatincreasedtip flow noiseis causedby "self noise", which would

occurin the absenceof any downstreamstators,or by "inflow noise" generatedby the

turbulenttip flow striking downstreamstatorvanes.This is a typicalexampleof why the
fanbroadbandnoiseproblemis socomplexbecauseit showsthatit is not alwayspossible

to isolate source mechanismswhen varying experimentalparameters.The recent

experimentalstudyby Ganzetal (1995)hasshedsomelight on this issueby testinga fan
in aductbothwith andwithoutstatorsandthiswill bediscussedin detail in section2.

Aircraft enginesoftenoperateunderconditionswherethefan tip speedapproaches

orexceedssonicconditions.Whenthefantip speedis in thetransonicrangeshockcellsare
formedon thebladesurfaces.Theserepresentahighlyunstableflow conditionanda small

changeto theinflow cancausea largechangein the locationof theshockcell. For open

rotorsit is knownthatduringabladevortexinteractionattransonicspeeds(seefor example

Schmitz(1994)),shockcellsmoverapidlyupstreamon theuppersurfaceof the bladeand

new cellsareformedanddissipatedon thelower bladesurfaceduring thepassageof the
vortex.This is astronglynon-linearflow regimewhere,in general,themeanflow cannot

beconsideredseparatelyfrom theunsteadyinflow. Howeverfor smalldisturbancesa quasi

linear approach can be used to evaluate the importance of this mechanism (Glegg (1994)).

This will be described in more detail in section 6.

For supersonic tip speeds detached shock waves occur upstream of the blade

leading edges, and the radiated sound is dominated by "buzz saw" noise. The spectrum

typically consists of tones at the shaft rotation frequency and it's harmonics, and an

increase in the associated broadband noise is also observed (see for example Groeneweg et

al (1994)). However the importance of the broadband component of buzz saw noise is not

clear because the tones are so dominant. Furthermore the flow conditions are completely

different from those in the subsonic regime, and so supersonic tip speed fans must be

treated completely separately from subsonic or even transonic tip speed fans.

This report will describe procedures and methodology for predicting broadband fan

noise for aircraft engines. It will start by considering experimental evidence from a recent

test by Ganz et al (1995). The results of this experiment will be reviewed with the aim of

identifying the important mechanisms of broadband noise at subsonic fan tip speeds. The

next section will describe the theoretical background to fan noise prediction methodology.

Starting with the original theory of aerodynamic sound by LighthiU (1952) this section

reviews more recent advances which are particularly relevant to fan noise prediction
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methods.Sections4,5, and6 thendescribepredictionmethodologyfor inflow noise, self

noiseandshockassociatednoise,andincludeadescriptionof theparametricdependency

of thesesources.Finally in section7 theexperimentalresults from therecentexperimental
test by Ganzet al (1995)are comparedwith the prediction methodsdevelopedin the

previous sections,using experimentallymeasuredvalues of the turbulenceand flow

conditionsastheinputto theacousticpredictioncodes.
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2. Experimental Evidence

2.1 Introduction

This section will describe an experimental investigation into the sources of

broadband fan noise which was carried out by Ganz et al (1995) in the Boeing 2.74 m x

3.66 m (9'x12') anechoic wind tunnel facility using a 0.457 m (18") model scale fan. The

novel features of this test were:

(i) Upstream duct wall boundary layer bleed could be used to reduce inflow

turbulence levels to the fan.

(ii) The design of the rig enabled the model to be run with or without stators, giving

rotor alone noise levels.

(iii) Rings of duct wall microphones provided the ability to obtain modal

decomposition of the sound field.

(iv) Far field microphone array data was used to identify extemal radiated acoustic

power, and by use of a shield, the upstream and downstream power could be

determined separately.

(v) In duct hot wire measurements were made of turbulent flows incident on the fan

and the stator vanes.

(vi) The design of the duct allowed the blade tip gap to be varied.

The measurements obtained with the stator vanes removed from the duct downstream

of the fan provided data which could be used for the unambiguous identification of rotor

alone noise sources. Furthermore by removing the duct wall boundary layer upstream of

the fan, the rotor self noise was determined as a function of fan speed, tip clearance and

blade loading. Introducing a duct wall boundary layer then demonstrated the increased

levels caused by the interaction of the duct wall boundary layer with the rotor blades.

The experiment also investigated rotor stator interaction noise, by placing sets of

stator vanes downstream of the rotor. Three different stators were used, with 15, 30 and 60

vanes. The 15 vane and 30 vane set had the same solidity, and for the 60 vane set the

solidity was doubled. These tests provided information on the relative importance of rotor

and stator broadband noise, and how it varied with speed, loading, tip gap size and the

upstream duct wall boundary layer thickness. In addition, the test was complemented by

extensive hot wire turbulence measurements in the fan duct and in the upstream outer wall

boundary layer, and this provided further diagnostic evidence to support the conclusions

from the acoustic measurements.



In thefollowing two sectionstheresultsof this test arepresentedand interpreted
from the viewpoint of identifying the most important sourcesof broadbandnoise. It

representsonly a fractionof the completedataset and moredetailscan be found in the
reportby Ganzet al (1995). Theacousticmeasurementsare given in terms of either the

upstreamor downstreamsound power as broadbandpower spectrawith the tonal
componentsremoved.The spectraare thereforesmooth and the relative level of the

broadbandnoiseandthetonenoiseis notpresented.

2.2RotorAloneNoise

Thequietestpossibleconfigurationfor anaircraftenginefanis obtainedwhenthere

arenostatorsdownstreamof therotor,thereis acompletelycleaninflow and thetip gapis

a minimum. The test results for this configurationare shown in figure 2.1. This is

presentedfirst becauseit representsthebaseline caseto which all othersourcesmust be

added.Notethatthe spectraaresmooth,monotonicallydecayingandthatthedownstream

soundpower is -9 dB greaterthen theupstreamsoundpower which was found to be
typicalof theentiredataset.Thisresultrepresentstheself noiseof thefan at low loading,

andby eitherincreasingtheloading(figure2.2) or thetip clearance(figure 2.3) thenoise

level is increased.Alsonotehow theloadingcausesup to a 6dB increasefor thesmalltip

gapanda2dB increasefor thelargetip gap,or alternativelythe increasedtip gapcausesup

to a 4 dB increaseat low loadingbut hasalmostno effectat high loading.This indicates

thatthesetwosourcemechanismscannotbeclearlyseparatedfor this caseandbothplay a
rolein determiningtheoverallsoundpoweroutput.

Whentheductwall boundarylayeris introduced,the spectratakeon a new feature

(figure 2.4), which includes a series of broad peaks at the frequencies9kHz,12

kHz,15kHz,21kHzfor thesmalltip gapandlow loadingcases.However for the largetip
gapandhighloadingthereis anadditionalsetof low frequencypeaksat 4.2 kHz, 6.8kHz,

and9.5kHz, whichareindicativeof arotatingstall at this condition.At this fan speedthe
bladepassingfrequencyis 3kHz andso theundulationsin thespectraat low loading are

indicativeof "haystacking"of thetonalcontentwhich can be causedby long lengthscale

coherentstructuresbeing ingestedinto therotor(seefor exampleBlake(1986)). Note that

thesestructuresmustberelatedto theductwall boundarylayer flow, becausethey do not

occurwhenthereis 100%boundarylayerbleedapplied,andthey arelesssignificantwhen

eithertheloadingor thetip gapis increased.
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Theprimary conclusion from these results is that there is no single dominant source

mechanism responsible for rotor alone noise and all sources must be taken into

consideration.

2.3 Rotor/Stator Interaction Noise

When a set of stator vanes are added downstream of the rotor, the radiated

broadband sound power is increased as shown in figure 2.5. This result shows the radiated

sound power in the upstream direction. It is clear that the stator contribution dominates in

spite of having to propagate through the rotor. In general the sound power is seen to

increase in proportion to the number of stators, although when the stator solidity is large

(as is the case with 60 stators in figure 2.5) the increase is not as much as expected.

Although this result shows that the stators are the most important source of broadband

noise it should be noted that they are not overwhelmingly dominant, and a 6 dB reduction

in the contribution from the stators would not give a similar reduction in the overall

broadband sound power because of the contribution from the rotor.

To further understand the mechanism of rotor stator interaction noise it is necessary

to consider the turbulent inflow to the stator vanes. Figure 2.6 shows the measured

turbulence intensity in the fan duct downstream of the rotor as a function of radial and

azimuthal location. The data was obtained with a single cross wire probe and the phase

locked signal was extrcated to get the random component. The measurements show high

turbulence intensity close to the duct walls and contributions from the turbulent wakes

which are represented by the diagonal lines of high intensity. Between the wakes the

turbulence levels are negligibly small, and the peak turbulence intensity in the wakes is only

-5%. In contrast the turbulence intensity in the duct wall region is in excess of 6% at all

locations and sometimes as large as 8%. It would appear therefore that the contribution

from the flow in the wall region could be a major contributor to the turbulent flow incident

on the stator. The flow in the outer wall region is dominated by secondary flow and the

interaction of blade passage vortices with the turbulent tip flow through the rotor. The tip

flow will be more complex and of larger extent when the tip gap is larger and so one would

expect the broadband noise from the stators to increase if the tip gap is increased. To verify

this hypothesis we fin:st consider the turbulence in the rotor wake: figure 2.7 shows the

circumferentiaUy averaged turbulence intensity as a function of radial position for both the

streamwise and the transverse turbulence components. These results clearly show that the

turbulence close to the outer duct wall increases in intensity as the tip gap is increased and

also extends further into the fan duct. The effect this has on the radiated sound is shown in

figure 2.8 which gives the broadband sound power for small and large tip gaps for a stator

7



with 60 vanes(for which statornoisedominates).The larger tip gap introducesa 3 dB
noiseincrease,but theresultsarenotconclusivebecause,asnotedin theprevioussection,

a largertip gapwill alsogeneratemorerotor noise.To eliminatethis uncertainty,therotor

alonenoise, under the sameinflow conditionsand loading,can be subtractedfrom the

statornoiseto give thestatoralonecontributionasshownin figure 2.9.Theseresultsshow
that the statornoise increaseswith rotor tip gap, independentlyof the increasein rotor

noise.Theincreasesarelargerfor high loadingcasesandinterestingly for soundpower

radiatedupstreamthroughthe rotor. It appearsthereforethat thereareconditionswhere

changesto theouterwall flow canincreasethestatornoiseindependentlyof anychangesto
therotor noise.

Finally we will considertheeffectof loading on the stator noise. Figure 2.10
shows the averageturbulenceintensityas a function of radial position for different fan

loadings.This showsageneraltendencyfor theturbulencelevels,both in thewakeregions

andthetip flow regions,toincreasewith loading.In theductwall regions,thehigh loading
casesgive twice theturbulenceintensityof the low loadingcases,but in the wake flow

region theincreaseis closerto a 30% in theouterregion. In the hub region the trend is

reversed.Assumingthesoundpower output is directly proportionalto the meansquare

turbulencelevel, one would expectthe statoralonenoise to increaseas the loading is

increased,but if wakeflows dominatethis increasemaybe small. Figure2.11 showsthe

statoralonenoiseasafunctionof loadingwith all otherparametersheldconstant,andit is
clearthatonly small increasesof this magnitudeareobserved.Theseresultssuggeststhat

increasesin radiatedsoundpowerasafunction of loadingarecaused,to someextent,by

increasedturbulencein thefanduct,but in generalthis is nota largeeffectatthis fanspeed.

2.4 Conclusion

Theexperimentalresultspresentedabovegive abreakdownof the different source

mechanisms of broadband fans noise. It is seen that there is no clearly dominant source to

which noise reduction approaches can be applied, but rather a number of competing

mechanisms exist which are more or less important depending on the particular fan design

and flow conditions. Clearly rotors must be designed to minimize turbulent flow incident

on the stators and the outer wall flows can be a contributor in this regard. The wake

turbulence is of lower level but of greater extent and so can also be the dominant source of

high frequency turbulent flow. The rotor noise is not very far below the stator noise and an

interesting feature identified here is the contribution of the coherent structures in the wall



boundary layer which lead to broadpeaksin the spectrumaround the bladepassage
frequencies.
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3. Theoretical Background - Fundamentals

Theoretical modeling of aerodynamic noise generation is based on the solutions to

the equations which describe the motion of a compressible fluid. The first full formulation

of this problem was due to LighthiLl (1952) who re-arranged the Navier Stokes equations

into a wave equation, including all the non-linear and viscous terms. For problems which

involved moving bodies, Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings (1969) introduced an approach

based on generalized derivatives which has developed into a powerful tool for all types of

aeroacoustic problems (Farassatt (1994)). The Ffowcs-WiUiams Hawkings equation

considers a fluid which contains an arbitrary moving surface (or multiple moving surfaces)

defined by the scalar function f(y)=0. The region of interest is def'med where f>O and the

normal to the surface is n=Vf//Vf/ pointing into the fluid. For impermeable surfaces

moving with a local velocity V_ the wave equation is formulated using the perturbation of

the density as the acoustic variable and is def'med as;

(3.1)

02(Hp') c2V2(Hp ' ) Pij
o_ "2 tgy i Oy j -_j

where H represents the heavyside function H(f) andpi _ is the pressure stress tensor, p,. and

c, are the steady state density and speed of sound at the observer, and T 0 is Lighthills stress

tensor. In this equation the lefthand side represents a wave equation for waves propagating

in a stationary fluid while the right hand side represents the source terms. The first term on

the right is of quadrupole order and describes sound radiation from sources in the fluid.

The second term is of dipole order and describes sound radiation from the pressure stress

tensor on the blade surface. The last term is referred to as the thickness source term which

is only non zero for moving surfaces and represents sound radiation from volume

displacement effects which occur when the displaced volume is in accelerated motion

relative to the observer.

The interest of this study is to consider the sound radiation when blades move

through a turbulent flow. In this case the source terms on the righthand side of this

equation are hard to determine. Long and Watts(1987) proposed an integral equation

formulation to obtain the surface pressure, in the absence of the quadrupole term and

neglecting viscous effects. In other formulations (Amiet(1975), Mani(1995)) the

quadrupole terms are Ireated separately from the dipole terms, and the surface pressure is

obtained from the blade response function for an incoming upwash gust. There is however
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a fundamentalproblemwith usingLighthills formulationfor soundradiationfrom turbulent

flowsbecausethevolumesourcetermTi_also depends on the acoustic field.

The definition of T0 is

,2
Tij = PViVj + Pij - P c_Sij

(3.2)

where vi represents the velocity of the fluid and includes the mean flow, the turbulent flow

in the absence of the blade, and the acoustic perturbation velocity which is required to

satisfy the boundary conditions on the blade surface. Both Howe (1975) and Goldstein

(1978) have introduced alternative formulations to the acoustic analogy which separate the

"acoustic perturbation" terms from the "source term". Goldstein's equation has received

more attention than Howe's equation for fan noise applications and so we will limit this

review to his approach, since the physical mechanisms involved are essentially the same.

Goldstein's formulation describes the generation of sound due to the distortion of

an upstream disturbance by a two dimensional potential flow around a stationary

streamlined body. It is obtained from the linearised Euler equations, and so neglects the

effect of viscosity and nonlinear interactions of the turbulent flow. The flow is specified in

terms of it's steady velocity, pressure, density and entropy (U,po,Po,So) and it's unsteady

parts (u,p',p',s3 which are a function of time t. The unsteady velocity is then further split

as u= V0+ u t°, where the velocity potential represents the acoustic field and is related to the

pressure fluctuations in the flow using p'=-poDo_/Dt (where Do/D_=_?/&+U,V is the total

time derivative based on the mean flow U). The residual velocity u a) is a known function of

the upstream flow and satisfies the differential equation

(3.3)

--D°u(l) + (u (/).V)U = 0
Dt

Goldstein(1978) then formulates a wave type equation with non-constant coefficients

which describes the generation and propagation of the acoustic velocity potential. The result

is given as

Oo0)
(3.4)
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whereco and po are local speed of sound and density. The source term is specified in terms

of a vortical gust velocity and an entropy disturbance which are imposed at the upstream

boundary. The upstream disturbance is defined by the incompressible velocity perturbation

A(x-U..ti) and an entropy disturbance s.(x-Uti) where i is a unit vector in the direction of

the upstream flow. The residual velocity is defined at any downstream location by

(3.5)

u} I) = A(X-iU_t) ._-_-+ (2Cp)-l s.o(X - iU_t) U i -U.. "_i
dx i

The vector X-iU.t=(XI-U.t,X2,X3) is def'med so that Do(X-iU.t)/Dt--O and can be

characterized by the gradients of each component which for 2D potential flow are

U_. U
VX I = _s VX 2 = _n VX 3 = z

U U_

(3.6)

where s is a unit vector in the direction of the flow n is a unit vector normal to the flow and

z is a unit vector which lies out of the plane of the flow. Difficulties occur for blades with

forward stagnation points because the gradient of the co-ordinate in the direction of the

flow cgX_/o_xi is singular when U=O, and so both the terms in (3.5) become very large.

However if the functions X_,X2,X s are defined downstream of the stagnation point,

equation (3.6) can be used to give a co-ordinate transformation valid in all parts of the

flow, except along the stagnation streamline upstream of the stagnation point. We will use

this transformation to provide further insight into the source terms of (3.4). However, first

we note that

1 Du Vp Vp VS

C2o pC2o p cp

(3.7)

so for the mean components of an isentropic flow we have VpolPo=(U.VU)/Co z and we

can write
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C2oD,_ 2

D o(1 _Do$ u.(U.VU)

v_: v..(')- _t,_J _ Coz

(3.8)

We next transform this equation into X_,X2,X _ co-ordinates using

hx=U[U., h2=U.JU and h3=l so that for a vortical incoming gust

1D2dp 19 (1 eggS)= E 2-(Ai_ D°(1 1D°gJ
- _ _2 i=123 cTXi

the scale factors

(3.9)

u.(U.VU)

Co_

and re-arranging this result and making use of the divergence free property of A,. gives

(3.10)

c) ( 1 c9_ _ D o( 1 _Doq_
1 Do20 02_ _,(h-T"2 - 1)(_-/+ u.(U.VU)Co_o_ _x? 2 N Co_: j D:i=1,2,3

The interesting feature of this result is that the lefthand side is now def'med in terms of a

wave equation with constant coefficients because DflDt=Of/&+U, o3f/d-ZXs and the righthand

side only includes terms which tend to zero when the flow returns to it's background value

U,. It is relatively straightforward to show from equations (3.5) and (3.6) that the

impermeability of the blades requires the boundary condition c_¢/oTX2+A2=O on the

surface(s), and by using generalized derivatives (Farassatt (1994)), we can write this

equation with surface source terms on the righthand side similar to those in equation (3.1)

as

Co_
D 2 (Hq_) c32 (He) _

m

Dz 2 o_IX?

_7 1

X =(('72"-1)(_--_/
i=1,2,3 aA i _, hi

+ )oO( olOO .°,.u uvu,2A i )H - _ D'C co

+ A25(f) lVfl---_2(¢a(f)lV f I)

(3.11)

The interpretation of each of the terms on the fight of this equation is as follows:

The first term represents the contribution from the volume sources and is weighted by the
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factor (l-h,.2) where h_=U/U., and hz=U,,/U. The i=l term therefore has a very large

weighting function close to forward stagnation points where the steady flow tends to zero.

This feature was discussed at length by Atassi and Grzedzinski (1989) who argued that, by

allowing _ to be the sum of a component related to the pressure and a purely convected

component which did not contribute to the acoustic f.tled, then the unsteady velocity on and

parallel to the surface O¢/3X1+A j tended to zero. Consequently the singularity at the

stagnation point caused by (1-hi 2) is canceled by the zero of _q_/3X_+A_, and a finite

conlribution obtained from the source term in that region. The surface contributions of the

fu'st term are therefore finite, but small distances from the Surface the cancellation of

0_/d'X,. by A,. will not be complete and the most significant contributions can be expected

from regions where U/U, is either very small or very large, for example either close to the

leading edge or the stagnation point, but not the trailing edge. This suggests that a rounded

leading edge will reduce the contributions from this term at all frequencies. The second and

third terms represent the contributions due to refraction of sound by the flow, and are small

when flow Mach number is small. The fourth and fifth terms are the contributions from the

surface, and represent the contribution from the zero normal velocity boundary condition

(which is only non-zero when the surface is unsymetrical in X,. co-ordinates, and so must

be a lifting surface), and the surface value of the velocity potential.

The limiting case of a flat plate at zero angle of attack is obtained when the flow

speed is uniform and so only the surface terms in (3.7) are non-zero. Furthermore the

incoming gust is undistorted by the flow, and so A 2 is identical on the upper and lower

surface, and the net contribution from this term is also zero. The remaining equation is then

defined as

1 D2(Hdp) o32(H¢) 0

(3.12)

This represents the flat plate approximation which was considered by Amiet (1975)

for sound radiation from an airfoil in turbulent flow. However this approximation ignores a

number of terms and there have been a number of studies to evaluate the accuracy of this

approximation for isolated airfoils, as a function of thickness and angle of attack. Howe

(1989,1990) considered lift and unsteady thickness effects and concluded that at low Mach

numbers, the volume sources canceled the unsteady thickness sources (Glegg(1986)), and

that the corrections for an airfoil at an angle of attack to altered the far field directionality of
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theradiatedfield. Using thenumericalsolutiondescribedby Scott andAtassi (1990), the

soundradiationfrom isolatedbladesand cascadeshasbeenstudiedextensively.Atassi,

FangandPatrick(1993),Hall & Verdon(1991), Atassi(1993)give calculationsfor both
isolated airfoils and blade rows in non-uniform flows. Kerschen and Myers(1995)

considered sound radiation from a lifting airfoil in the limit that (1-h,.2)<<l, and showed

significant increases in radiated sound power as the angle of incidence increased, especially

at higher Mach numbers.

However the problem with Goldstein's formulation is that it does not apply to

moving surfaces for which the potential flow around the body varies with time and so the

thickness noise term in the Ffowcs-Williams Hawkings equation is not included.

Furthermore the formulation is based on the linearised equations of motion and so does not

include the non-linear convection of the incoming gust past the blade, which has been

shown to be important for open rotor applications (Hardin and Lamkin(1984)). Alternative

approaches, for example Guidati et al (1997) who used an approach based on tracking the

vorticity in the flow, and Lockard and Morris (1998) who solved the full Navier Stokes

equations and used a novel method to describe the incoming gust, are not limited by these

approximations and may lead to more general methods of solution.

The primary difficulty in using numerical solutions to equations such as equation

(3.4) for the broadband fan noise calculations is that the blades interact with small scale

turbulence. Consequently the scale of the airfoil is large compared with the gust

wavelength, and so the grid required for the numerical calculation has to be very detailed,

especially around the leading and trailing edges. Typically we are interested in non-

dimensional frequencies r.oc/U., which areas large as 70 and it unusual to find numerical

calculations for non-dimensional frequencies in excess of 25. This makes the high

frequency broadband noise problem particularly challenging and suggests that a complete

solution will not be found using existing approaches. In the sections which follow we will

discuss the analyses which have been used to date to evaluate broadband noise from fans

and rotors, and we will discuss further the limitations imposed by the requirement to model

the effects of high frequencies and small scale turbulence.
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4. Inflow Noise

4.1Introduction

As describedabove,recentadvances(Atassi(1993),Hall & Verdon(1991))in fan

noisepredictionhavebeenbasedon numericalmethodswhich evaluateboth theunsteady
loadsandtheradiatednoisefrom a cascadeof fan bladeswith finite thickness,angleof

attackandcamber.Theseapproachesconsidertheresponseof thecascadeto a harmonic

input gustandcombineboth thesurfaceandvolumesourcesto give theradiatedacoustic

field.Theapplicationof thesemethodshasbeenprimarily to evaluatethe soundgenerated

by statorvanesin responseto the meanvelocity deficits in the rotating wakes of an
upstreamfan.In this casetheinflow canbebrokendown into it's Fourier componentsto

provide theamplitudeof theharmonicinflow perturbationsand the radiatedfield will be

periodicin time with tonesat bladepassingfrequencies.An obvious extensionto this

approachis to computethebroadbandnoisespectrumbyconsideringaturbulentratherthan

adeterministicinflow to thecascade.Martinez(1997)carriedout a studyof this typeand
wasableto generatepredictionsof broadbandfannoisespectrabut thecomputationaleffort

requiredfor thiscalculationwasextensive.

Earlierwork on broadbandturbulenceingestionnoise (Mani(1971),Homiczand

George(1974),Amiet (1975)&(1977),Glegg (1993),consideredeachbladeof thefan as

isolated,and ignoredthe cascadeeffectsor couplingbetweenthe responseof adjacent

blades.Ventres,TheobaldandMark(1982)developedabroadbandnoisepredictionmethod
basedonatwo dimensionalbladeresponsefunctionfor acascadeof bladesmodeledasflat

plates,butdid not includetheeffectof thespanwisevariationof the incomingturbulence.
However,aswasillustratedin section2 theturbulentinflow to boththerotor andthe stator

hasa strongspanwisevariation,especiallyclose to the outer duct wall. Theseeffects

cannotbemodeledusingthestrip theoryapproachof Ventresetal,especiallyif thereis any

spanwiseflow or thestatorvanesincludesweepor lean.In this sectionwe will derivea

theoreticalapproachto broadbandnoisepredictionwhich is basedon a flat plate cascade

bladeresponsefunction, includingall thespanwiseeffects.The advantageof usinga flat

platemodel is that theprimary effectsareincludedwithout the necessityfor extensive

computationtime, and somanydifferentoperatingconditionscanbe consideredwithout
excessivecomputationaleffort. The blade responsefunction which will be used is

describedin detailby Glegg(1997)andthis approachis reviewedin section4.3. Section

4.4 describesthe applicationof this theory to the broadbandnoise problem, and
characteristicresultsarediscussedin section4.5.
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4.2Modelinga FanusingaRectilinearCascade

All thestudiesdescribedaboveonly considertwodimensionalcascadesanda more
accuratemodelof an aeroengineis givenby arotor and/ora statorin a circularduct. The

unsteadyloading and soundgenerationby a ductedrotor was consideredby Namba
(1977). The solutionis obtainedby solvingan integralequationfor the velocity potential
using a collocationmethodand numericalresults showedthat threedimensionaleffects

reducedthebladeloadingatlow frequenciesandnonzerospanwisewavenumbersreduced

the acousticradiation at high frequencies.Kordamaand Namba (1989) extendedthis
analysisto arotor with sweptbladesandSchulten(1997)introduceda alternativeform for

the Green'sfunctionin a circularduct to evaluatetheacousticradiationfrom sweptstator

vanesdownstreamof a fan. HoweverGolubev and Atassi(1996)have shown that for a

duct with swirling flow a reasonableapproximationcanbe achievedusing a rectilinear

cascadeto modeltherotoror statorprovidingthatthehub to tip ratio is not too large. This
will be the approachtakenherebecauseit allows a full analyticalsolution to the inflow

noiseproblemto beobtained, andeliminatesmanyof theratherdifficult modecoupling

effectswhich occurin circularducts,whicharelikely to beof secondaryimportanceto the

radiatedsoundpower.
To modelthesoundradiationfrom aturbulentinflow incidentonasetof bladeswe

will usethelinearcascademodeldevelopedby Goldstein(1976).Thebladesaremodeledas
flat platesalignedin thedirectionof theoncomingmeanflow, mountedbetweenrigid end

walls (seefigure 4.1). The spanof the bladesis b and the spacing between the leading

edges of the blades is s. The linear cascade is an unwrapped analog of an annular duct and

so all features of the fan and the flow will be periodic in the circumferential direction.

Consequently if there are B blades in the fan the flow field will repeat itself at distances of

Bs along the fan face. Furthermore the flow field must satisfy the rigid wall boundary

condition at the end of each blade.

The acoustic velocity potential scattered by the cascade subjected to a incident gust

of the type gust WoeXp(-icot+i),ox+iay+ivz ) can be defined using equation (3.12) in the co-

ordinate system shown in figure 4.2 as

(4.1)

03 _n nh)e-i_+intr+ivz1 D2(Hq))_V2(Hd?)=____ AC_o(x_nd)cS(y -
c2 Dt 2
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whereD_D'r=3_onr.gY3qJl,gx is the total time derivative in the direction of the uniform

mean flow U in the duct, o9 is the frequency, o" is the interblade phase angle (see below)

and v is the spanwise wavenumber of the gust. Since we have assumed that the blades are

flat and aligned with the flow, the mean flow distortion caused by blade thickness camber

and loading is ignored for this ideal cascade model.

To determine the acoustic field we will obtain the solution to equation (4.1) subject

to the boundary condition of zero flow through the blades. This will be discussed in the

next section and then applied to the broadband noise problem in section 4.4.

4.3 The Acoustic Field from a Three Dimensional Cascade

In the 1970's several studies were carried out to evaluate the acoustic field from a

harmonic vortical gust incident on two dimensional sets of blades, represented by a cascade

of fiat plates at zero angle of attack. Kaji and Okazaki (1970a) considered sound

propagation upstream through a cascade by solving for a distribution of dipole sources on

the blade surfaces. In this approach the solution of the integral equation which relates the

source strength to the velocity disturbance was obtained using a collocation procedure. In a

subsequent paper Kaji and Okazaki (1970b) used the same approach to evaluate the sound

generated by a rotor wake/stator interaction. Mani and Hovray(1970) considered the sound

transmission problem for waves propagating through a blade row using an approximate

solution based on the Wiener Hopf method. Although they gave an analytical result they

assumed that there was no interaction between the leading and wailing edges of the blades.

Koch(1971) extended the Wiener Hopf analysis of Mani and Hovray(1970) to blades with

f'mite chord and gave the transmission and reflection coefficient for both upstream and

downstream propagating acoustic waves. Koch's analytical solution is unwieldy and

although in principle it can be used to calculate the unsteady lift on the blade surfaces he

was unable to do so.

Koch's method provides the analytical basis for the solution to the cascade

problem, but numerical solutions which are based on a similar approach to that of Kaji and

Okazaki (1970) have proven to be more versatile (Fleeter(1973), Smith(1973)). For

example Smith(1973) developed a code which gives the unsteady loading, the vortical

field, and the acoustic field upstream or downstream of a blade row for any type of

incoming gust.

The recent development of very high by-pass aeroengines which have blades with

much larger chords than in previous designs, has lead to renewed interest in analytical

methods for the blade response function at high frequencies. Peake (1993) has extended
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Koch's(1971) analysisto give theunsteadyloadingon thebladescausedby an incoming
vortical gust, and has also developedanalytical tools (Peake(1992), Peake and

Kerschen(1995)) which enable rapid evaluation the functions required for the Wiener Hopf

solution of Mani & Hovray (1970) and Koch (1971).

All the methods described above only apply to the two dimensional problem. For

broadband noise spanwise effects are important and a fully three dimensional response

function is required. This was derived by Glegg (1997) for a fully three dimensional

rectilinear flat plate cascade. The analysis allowed for a skewed gust, which enabled both

the spanwise wavenumber, the spanwise convection of the gust and the effect of blade

sweep to be included. In this approach the solution to equation (4.1) was solved in blade

based co-ordinates (x,y,z) (see figure 4.2) assuming a incident vortical gust WoeXp(-

ic.ot+iy,,x+io_y+ivz). An integral equation was derived which related the acoustic

perturbation in the y direction on the blade surface to the discontinuity in the potential in the

form

O¢(x,O,z,t)

Oy

O0

= e-it°t+ivz I A41° (x°)K(x - x o )dx o

o

(4.2)

The discontinuity in the potential was then defined as the sum of four different solutions:

(4.3)

A_o - A0(ol) + A_b(2) + A_(o3) + A0o(4)

where each solution satisfies the integral equation

Oo

f(i)(x)= I Aq_(i)(x°)K(x-x°)d'x°

o

(4.4)

The interesting part of this approach is that each of the four solutions has a different

physical interpretation, which represents a different degree of approximation in the

complete solution. The first part of the solution ensures that the no flow boundary

condition is met on the blade surface and also the wake which requires the boundary

conditions
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f(1)(x)- 0¢ _
Oy w°e_r°x x > 0 A_ofl)(x) = 0 x < 0

(4.5)

The boundary conditions are defined on the half planes x>O and x<O and this type of

problem can be solved using the Weiner Hopf method. In addition to the zero flow

boundary condition the Kutta condition must also be satisfied. This is achieved by

requiring the second part of the solution to satisfy the boundary conditions

(4.6)

f(2) (x) = 0 x < c D(A¢(°I) (x)e-iWt+ivz + A_(2) (x)e-i_t+ivz) = 0 x > c
Dt

f(3) (x) = 0

and

This again can be solved using a Weiner Hopf approach because the boundary conditions

are defined on the half planes x>c and x<c. However the solution for A_0oc2_ is not

necessarily zero upstream of the blade leading edge and so we must introduce two

additional corrections which are coupled and satisfy equation (4.3) with the boundary

conditions

(4.7)

X > 0 A{0(2) (x) + A_0(3) (x) + Aq_(4) (x) = 0 x < 0

(4.8)

f'4'(X):'=0 X<C D'AT°3)'x'e-iWt+ivz(:b(-( _ +AT°4)'x:e-i°st+i_:tb(-( _ _=0 x>c

Dt

which are also boundary value problems suitable for solution using the Wiener Hopf

method.

The sum of the four parts satisfy the boundary conditions of no flow through the

blades, no discontinuity in potential upstream of the blade leading edges, and no pressure

discontinuity downstream of the lrailing edges (the Kutta condition). Consequently the

cascade response problem which is def'med by three separate boundary conditions,

specified on different parts of the x-axis, has been broken down into four boundary value

problems which are specified on semi-infinite parts of the x-axis for which there is a

known method of solution.

This problem was solved by Glegg (1997) and a result obtained for the acoustic

field as
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** + + '1

:t:Wo "K_ I _rnD(_m ) e-i_+i(cr-2r_m)y / h-i_._(x-ya / h) +ivz

(4.9)

t¢e = #l¢ 2 - (V / fl) 2

Se = # d2 + (hfl) 2

fm= (cr + td_ld- 2_'rn)/ Se

,_+ = lcM - f m sin Ze + COS Ze #IC2e - f 2

where D(ZZ) represents the Fourier transform of the velocity discontinuity for an upwash

gust of unit amplitude defined as

1

D(r) = (x)e
o

(4.10)

In addition tr---'Yod+ah is the interblade phase angle, M is the flow Mach number, fl=(1-

M2) "2, X,=tan4(hfl/d) and _Z=fl(lc,2-(_,Z-tcM)2) v2. The blade spacing and stagger angle is

defined in figure 4.2.

In the result given by equation (4.9) the terms in {} represent the amplitude of each

mode of propagation, while the phase terms give the spatial dependence of the modes.

From this expression it is also possible to obtain the upstream or downstream sound power

for a harmonic gust as:

(4.11)

Re/,-Ei
W_ = _ m= [ #K'e --S

In this expression (Wo2/2) represents the mean square magnitude of the harmonic upwash

component incident on the cascade.

This summarizes the analytical results obtained by Glegg (1997). For broadband

noise calculations we will need to generalize these results to the case where the upwash

velocity is defined spatially as a stochastic random quantity, convected with the mean flow.

However before considering the broadband noise problem we will discuss the

characteristics of the blade response function for a harmonic gust.
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Firstwe notefrom equation(4.11)thateachof thetermsinsidethe summationsign

representsthemodalsoundpower,andthatthis will only benon-zeroif r,>f,,,. Therefore

for modes to be cut-on the effective wavenumber _'_ must be exceed a certain value which is

determined by the interblade phase angle, the Mach number and the mode order. The

effective wavenumber increases with frequency, but also depends on the spanwise

wavenumber. Gusts with significant spanwise variations will cut on at higher frequencies

than gusts with no spanwise variations. In contrast, for a two dimensional model the

spanwise variation of the gust is ignored giving x',= t¢ and so the cut on frequency of each

mode is only a function of the mode order and interblade phase angle. In broadband noise

modeling the spanwise variations of the gusts are very significant and so the correct

spanwise wave number dependence must be included.

It is shown in detail by Glegg(1997) that the radiation in the upstream direction is

determined by the first and third terms in the expansion given in equation (4.3). The

downstream radiation is determined by the second and fourth terms. The f'trst term

represents the leading edge noise, which would occur if the blades had semi infinite chord.

However this must be modified to account for waves reflected back upstream from the

trailing edge, and this is represented by the third term in the expansion. It would be

convenient to ignore the waves reflected at the trailing edge, and this approach has been

used in several studies (Mani & Hovray(1971), Peake (1995)), but it was shown by Glegg

(1997) that this approximation can lead to significant errors, and for accurate results all the

terms must be included.

4.4 Application of Cascade Theory to Broadband Noise

The theory described above gives the sound radiation from a cascade of blades in

response to an incident harmonic vortical gust which is convected with the flow. To apply

this theory to broadband noise the gust must be defined in a more general form and also

required to satisfy various boundary conditions. The f_rst modification we will impose is

that the cascade is bounded by rigid end walls (see figure 4.1) and so both the acoustic field

and the incoming gust must satisfy the no flow condition at these boundaries. Secondly the

cascade flow represents an unwrapped version of a blade row in a circular duct, and so

must be periodic in the azimuthal direction. Finally we will assume that the gust is

convected with the mean flow at a uniform speed.

To develop a flow model which satisfies these conditions we will define the blades

to be moving with velocity V b and the turbulent gust to be convected with the mean flow
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velocityV in the fixed frameof reference.The flow speedrelativeto the bladeis then

obtainedasV-Vb.=(U,O,O) definedin (x,y,z)co-ordinates(seefigure 4.2). The gust must
be periodic (repeatingitself after B blade passages), and is described in moving co-

ordinates x"=x-(V-Vb)t as having an upwash velocity Z.w(x"-md). The gust w(x '°) is

zero unless O<y"<Bh, and d=(Bd,Bh,O) where the (x",y",z") co-ordinates are aligned

with the (x,y,z) co-ordinates in figure 4.2. The unsteady upwash relative to the blades is

then

n.u(x,t) = _ w(x - md - (V - V b)t)

m=--_

(4.12)

It was argued by Goldstein(1976) that for a vortical gust between two parallel end walls the

flow components parallel to the walls can be described by a Fourier cosine series

expansion, so in general we can write

(4.13)

f / "/ .w(x" , y" ,z" ) = ¢Vn(?,,ot) e- 7x - ay en cos(n_z"/b)d_ot

(where e,=l,n>O, e.o=l/2 ). The integrand is def'med as the wavenumber transform of

w(x") in the form

R Bhb
2

(4.14)

', z" )e i_x''+i_'' cos(nrcz' I b)dx" dy" dz"

The upwash in blade based co-ordinates is then obtained as

(4.15)

n.u(x,t)= f I Z Z ¢Vn(?"ot)e-iT(x-Ut-mBd)-i°_(y-mBh)enC°S(n_z/b)d_ffO_
--_ --_ n=0 m=--_

Making use of the Poisson sum formula

(4.16)
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_ e i_zBd+iamBh = 2re _ 5(7Bd + txBh - 2r.k)

and integrating over a gives

. 2rck yd e-iy(x-Ut)-i(2_B --_)Y

n.u(x,/) = _--____ n=0 k=--**

(4.17)

e.n cos(nrtz [ b)dy

If we define co=-)¢U and go=_U then we obtain the upwash velocity at the blade as

n.u(x,t)= 2 2 Y Wkn(Oa)e-i_+i_'°(x-yd/h)-2rtiky/Bhenc°S(nIcz[b)d09

n=0 k=---_--_

(4.18)

where

. 2nk +___d-2_ ¢vn (-Yo ,"-if- )Wkn (aO - BhU

R Bhb

_ -1
rr.BhbU f f f w(x)e-iy°(x-yd/h)+2rciky/Bh

-RO 0

cos(mtz / b)dxdydz

(4.19)

Equation (4.18) gives a Fourier expansion of the incoming vortical gust which satisfies the

periodicity condition and the end wall boundary conditions. Note that x-yd/h is constant at

the blade leading edges and so the interblade phase angle of the gust is tr= -2rd:/B.

To obtain the acoustic field from this gust we can combine equation (4.9) with

equation (4.18) to give

(4.20)

O(x,t) =

+1 __ _ 2 _" _-_flSe f T(kn)(OJ)Wkn(O))e-i°x+i(tr-2rcm)y/h-i2_(x-yd/h)Cn COS( )dco
m= k=--_n=0

+ +

where T(m_k)(co)- =_'mO(itm)
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where T.,. _kJis the amplitude of a mode of order m with a spanwise mode order n and an

interblade phase angle -2rck/B. The computation of the triple summation in this expression

can be simplified by using the property that T,.._k)=To. _k÷"s). Then if we introduce the integer

variable p=mB+k it follows that cr-2nm=-2zrp/B.

It is valuable to specify equation (4.20) in observer coordinates which are aligned

with the fan face as shown in figure 4.2. This is achieved by using the co-ordinate

transformations

(4.21)

x-yd/h =x'/cos Z y/h = (y'+Vbt)/s-x'd/sh

to write (4.20) as

(4.22)

}+1 T,(p )o. (co) Wp-mB,n(co)
_S e p= = m

e-iCOot-2rap(y'-x'd / h) / Bs-i_._sx'/ h en cos(n/tz / b)dco o

09 = 090 -P_b

with $'2b=2_rVJBs. The important features of this result are that the field is now def'med in

the y' direction. In an equivalent annular system the azimuthal coordinate 0 is related to y'

by 2ny'/Bs=O and so the integerp def'mes the mode order in the cylindrical co-ordinate

system. Also note that the summation over m is only required over the gust coefficients and

not over the blade response terms which simplifies the evaluation of equation (4.22).

For a stochastic input we need to calculate the sound power spectral density which

is defined in a moving fluid as

(4.23)

F t J_ -p__oUEx U
SWW (09) f -io._(x, co)_V¢(x, 09) - -- (U.V¢(x, co) - ico¢(x, co) .ndS

T LS t c2

where n is a unit vector pointing out of the surface and _(x,co) is the Fourier transform of

the velocity potential with respect to time. The evaluation of this expression follows the

same procedure as is required for the evaluation of the sound power given by Glegg (1997)
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in thebladetimedframe. Sincethemodesareorthogonalthey contributeindependentlyto
thesoundpowergiving

PoBsbU **

m=--_k=---_ n=0

[ [+ + 2

w[_;mD(_m)[ and Ekn(W ) = _

where H(mk2 (Co) = Uflss e 4t¢2 _ f2 _ Ex[lwk n (0))[2]

(4.24)

If the blades are moving with speed V b in the y' direction then the observed

frequency in the stationary frame is given by o9,= co+pl2 b. To calculate the sound power in

the stationary frame we note that the terms in { } in (4.23) are independent of the relative

motion of the blades to the observer (because D¢/Dt and U.n remain unaltered by the

translation). However the frequency must be defined in the observer's frame of reference,

so we can modify (4.24) for moving blades. Using H_,CkJ=Ho, ¢k*"_)we find

PoBSbU
sww(COo)- 2 e.

p,n

co "'(P) "O9 -f2L __..OnOn t o-P o)
(o90 - Pf_b)

(4.25)

The evaluation of this expression is dependent on the definition of the turbulence

spectrum function Ek.(o9 ) which is obtained from the inversion integral,

wk.(og)=-- Bhbrd3hbU1 I I w(x)e-iT°(x-yd / h)+27tiky/Bh
00--_

cos(n_z / b)dxdzdy

(4.26)

which gives,

Ek.(og) =
Bh b

1 If
g(BhbU)2r 0 0

(4.27)

Bh b R R

f f f EX[W(X)W(X1)] eiY°(x-x')+i(2rdc+7°Bd)(y-yx)/Bh

o o -R-R

cos(n_z / b) cos(nrtz 1 / b)dxdx 1dzdydzldy 1
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where the extent of the flow in the x direction is _ where R

T=RU and assuming a statistically stationary time series

Bh Bh b b
2

f f f f
0 000

tends to infinity. Def'ming

(4.28)

T

f Rww (-U_2, y, Yl, z, z 1)e ir°_+i(2r&+_'°Bd)(y-yl ) / Bh

-T

cos(nxz [ b) cos(nr_z 1 ] b)d_dzdzldydy I

where R,,_(-U'c,y,yvz,zl) is the cross correlation coefficient between the velocity

fluctuations at (x,y,z) and (xvyvzl), assuming uniform convection in the x direction.

4.5 Turbulence Models

4.5.1 Wavenumber Spectrum Modeling

The simplest way to evaluate (4.28) is to use a homogeneous turbulence model for

which

(4.29)

f f f " " " ikxU_-ik_(y-Y')-ikz(z-z') .........Rww(-U_,y, _ ,z,z') = _ww(kx,Ky,Kz)e - aKxaKyaX z

Using this expression in (4.28) gives

) 2 2 sin(rck + Yo Bd / 2 - ky Bh / 2) 2
1 _ f _ww(-_'o'ky'kz)] Fn(kz 21tk+_/oBd_kyBh dky dkzCo )=

i ..... ingl2-ikzb/22 b _ 2isin(nx/2_XzO/Z)e 2kzbFn (k z ) = -_ f e -ik'z cos( )dz =
0 nx- kzb nx + kzb

(4.30)

If the integral length scale is small compared with the scale of the flow then we can use the

relationship

L. _sin2 (_d)' x
tm I -- _ -'-> 3(_)

d_L (_d) 7
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so that

then we obtain

2
Ekn(Og) = _Oww(-yo,2r:k / Bh + yod / h,n_ / b)

U IM1D

(4.31)

(4.32)

This shows that to specify the sound power output we primarily need to know the

wavenumber spectrum of the incoming turbulence.

452 A Boundary Layer Model

In this case we assume the flow is restricted to a region close to the wall such that

the integrals over the span need only be carried out over the range O<z'<_. Typically we

can expect n<N for cut on modes and that NzcS/b<<l. Making this assumption we have

(4.33)

"h2! e_ikzZ dz = -'b-25I 2sin( kzS /_2)e-ik_8 /2F,,(kz)= (,

SO

LimlFn(kz)12= 2rc8
8---)** b 2 S(kz)

(4.34)

which gives in the limit that the lengthscale of the turbulence is much smaller than the scale

of the flow

Ekn (co) -

(4.35)

(2rO2 5 _ww(-yo,2rck / Bh + yod / h,O)
UBhb 2

4.5.3 Wake models

If we consider the turbulent flow to consist of B R independent blade wakes and the

projected width of the blades wakes normal to the direction of the flow is W, then we can

use the same approach as was used for the boundary layer flow to estimate the wave
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number spectrum for a single wake as W/Bh times the homogeneous turbulence result.

Then independently summing the contribution from each wake we obtain

(4.46)

ut:;no(k t_n j(2n)2 f(BRW'_ )

However as was pointed out by Hanson (1997) the term in {} is simply the spatial average

of the wavenumber spectrum for the flow, and can be evaluated from the average statistics

of the turbulence convected past the stator vanes in the duct.

4.5.4 Von Karman and Liepmann Spectra

Various empirical models are available for the wavenumber spectra of the turbulent

flow. The most commonly used is the Von Karman spectrum, which is defined as

(4.47)

_255F(5/6) l((1-kz 2/k2)(k 2/k2)_ _ F(5/6)

• _(kx,ky,kz)=[_).j_--_-+-_s-]_e)_7Tg ) ke = L r(l/3)

k = +:y+
The Liepmann spectrum which has a slower fall off with frequency is also used and is

given by

dPww(kx'ky 'kz)= _ ----'_-'_2-3 ke =--
[_ke J( 4rc(l+ks /ke) ) L

(4.48)

4.6 Characteristics of Inflow Noise

Equation (4.25) prescribes a procedure for calculating the sound power generated

by a cascade of blades which encounters a turbulent flow. The input parameters are the

observed frequency, the relative blade velocity, the number of blades, the blade chord,

spacing and span; the turbulence intensity, lengthscale and the boundary layer or wake

thickness. We are using a linear cascade model and so the mid span values should be used

for all the parameters. In this section we will show some sample calculations which indicate

the trends which we expect to find in the numerical calculations as the input parameters are

varied.
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First wecomparetheupstreamanddownstreamradiatedsoundpower spectrafor a

typical set of input parameters,using a Von Karman turbulencespectrummodel for a

boundarylayertypeflow incidentonasetof stators(Figure4.3).The inputparametersare
the sameasfor the55% speedcasegiven in table 6.3. The computationsshow that the

downstreamsoundpowerexceedstheupstreamby up to 7 dB which is typicalof thedata

describedin section2 (seefor examplefigure 2.1). The effect of the spectrummodel is

shownin figure 4.4.In generaltheVon Karmanturbulencespectrummodelis recognized

asgivingabetterfit to measuredturbulencespectra,andthe computations here show only

small differences between these two models. We will use the Von Karman spectrum for all

the calculations presented below. Figure 4.5 shows the effect of fan speed on the radiated

sound power with all other parameters held constant. The increased speed causes relatively

minor changes in the spectral shape, and a broadband increase of ~ 8dB.

The spectral shape is most affected by the turbulence lengthscales and these can be

estimated either from the boundary layer thickness or as an independent parameter. Glegg

(1993) gave the relationship between the turbulence lengthscale and the boundary layer

thickness as k, tS=l.2, where k,=3/4L, so we can estimate L.-.5S/8. Using this approach,

changing the boundary layer thickness will also change the turbulence lengthscale. Figure

4.6 shows the characteristics of these two parameters when combined in this way. The

thicker boundary layer has an increased level, and more low frequency content. To identify

the effect of the turbulence lengthscale alone, the sound power calculations for a range of

lengthscales and a constant boundary layer thickness is shown in figure 4.7. The larger

lengthscale causes the low frequencies to increase dramatically, with an associated

reduction in the high frequency part of the spectrum.

In conclusion, these results have considered the overall properties of the fan noise

spectrum as a function of various input parameters and it appears that the spectral shape is

most strongly affected by the turbulence lengthscale used as the input to the calculations.

Unfortunately this is the most difficult of all the turbulence parameters to measure, and

cannot be achieved without at least two point measurements. Alternatively it can be

estimated from the spectrum of a single hot wire measurement and a spectral model. We

will consider this point in more detail in section 6.

4.6 Conclusion

In this section we have reviewed existing methods for the prediction of broadband

fan noise from inflow turbulence and developed a procedure for fan noise prediction based
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ona linearcascademodel.Themodelis a rectilinearapproximationto a fan or statorin a

cylindricalduct, but it's advantageover other methodsis that it includesall spanwise
couplingeffects.The standardoutputof this approachis the upstreamand downstream

soundpower, but modalamplitudeand power calculationsarealso possiblewith minor
modifications.

Numericalexampleshavebeengivenandit is shownthat thespectralshapeof the
radiatedsoundpower is primarily controlledby the turbulencelengthscale,which is the

typically themostdifficult turbulenceparameterto measure.
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5. Self Noise

(This sectionis thereproductionof apaperpresentedattheAIAA Aeroacoustics
Conferencein 1997)

5.1.Introduction

Fan broadbandnoise is classified into two different categories:the first is self

noisewhich specifiesthe soundradiatedby the self generatedturbulenceclose to the

bladesurfaces.Thesecondis inflow noisewhich is the soundradiatedby theinteraction

of the bladeswith turbulencegeneratedat someupstreamlocation.The self noise is the

baselevel of theradiatedsoundfield andis importantbecauseit representstheminimum
achievablelevel of broadbandnoisefrom thefan. This sectionwill considermethodsfor

predictingfan selfnoisefor ductedsubsonicfans.
The self noisefrom a ductedfan canbe further brokendown into two different

sourcemechanisms.First thereis bladeboundarylayer noisewhich is generatedby the

turbulence in the blade boundary layer interacting with the trailing edge, and is

sometimesreferred to as trailing edgenoise.Secondlythere is tip flow noise which is
generatedby thecomplicatedflow aroundthebladetips andits interactionwith theduct

wall boundary layer. Little is known about tip flow noise although experimental

observations(Mugridge and Morfey (1972)) have shown changesin fan noise with

variations in tip gapdimensions.In contrasta largeamountof work hasbeendoneon
trailing edgenoisefor unductedrotors(FfowcsWilliams andHall (1970),Howe (1978),

Chase(1972), Amiet (1976),Kim and George (1982), Brooks and Hodgson (1981), and

Brooks, et al (1989)) but the application of these concepts to ducted fans does not appear

to have been studied. This paper will address this issue and apply the known concepts of

trailing edge noise to a ducted fan configuration, considering in particular the coupling of

the trailing edge noise source to the sound field in the fan duct.

Theoretical studies of trailing edge noise (Ffowcs Williams and Hall (1970),

Howe (1978), Chase (1972), Amiet (1976), Kim and George (1982)) have shown that the

source mechanism of trailing edge noise is the scattering of sound at the sharp trailing

edge of the blade. The sound is actually generated by the turbulence in the blade

boundary layer but since this is convected subsonically it does not couple with the

acoustic far field. However it does generate a strong near field which causes significant

pressure fluctuations on the blade surfaces. To ensure that the flow past the trailing edge

is continuous a viscous wake must be generated, and it is the interaction of the sound

generated in the wake with the surface upstream of the trailing edge which causes waves
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to propagateto theacousticfar field. Analyticalsolutionsto thisproblemcanbeposedin
termsof aboundaryvalueproblemin which theKutta conditionis imposedat thetrailing

edgeof theblade. Of particularrelevanceis thetheoreticalapproachdevelopedby Amiet

(1976)who givesa formulationrelatingthefar field spectrallevel to the spectrumof the

convectedboundarylayer pressurefluctuations and their spanwisecorrelation length

scale.Both factorsneedto beknown to predictthesoundfrom a ductedfan, andwhile it

ispossibleto measurethesurfacepressurespectrumusingpressuretransducersimbedded
in thebladesurface,it is very difficult to measurethe spanwisecorrelation lengthscale.

An alternativeapproachis to estimatethe combinationof thesetwo parametersfrom

acousticfar field measurementsof an isolatedairfoil in a wind tunnel. By using Amiet's

(1976)relationship, measurementsof the acousticfield can be inverted to obtain the

componentsof the surfacepressurespectrumwhich are important for soundradiation.

This approachhasthe advantagethatnon radiating componentsof the surfacepressure
spectrumarecorrectly filtered out of theestimatedsurfacepressure.A further advantage

of this approachis that anextensivedatabaseexists(Brooks et al (1989)) for the self

noisegeneratedby isolatedbladesat different flow speedsand bladeanglesof attack.
Consequentlyby combining this datasetwith Amiet's theory we can specify the blade

surfaceparametersneededto computetrailingedgenoise.
In this studywe are interestedin ductedfan bladesand soto predict the in duct

soundlevelswe requirethesurfacepressurespectrumandcorrelationlengthscaleson the
fan or statorbladesurfaces.This informationis not availablebut can,in thefirst instance
be estimatedfrom the measurementson isolatedbladesas describedabove. However

ductedfanbladesdiffer from thebladesusedin Brook'sstudy in manyrespects.First fan

bladesarenot isolatedandsotheflow may beinfluencedby thepresenceof anadjacent

blade.This canhavean importanteffect on the acousticscatteringaswill bediscussed

below, but it's influenceon thebladeboundarylayer propertiesis not clear.The second
differenceis thebladecamber.Brook'smeasurementsarefor uncamberedbladeswhereas

typical fan designshavebladeswith significantcamber.Howeverit is arguedby Chase

(1972) that the boundarylayer propertiesscalewith the flow speedand the boundary

layer momentumthicknessatthebladetrailing edge.ConsequentlyBrook'sresultscanbe

used in principle for ducted fan bladesproviding a relationship is establishedwhich

ensuresthat thebladetrailing edgeboundarylayerpropertiesarethesamein eachcase.

Since fan blades are rotating the flow speed and the angle of attack vary

significantly acrossthe span.However the spanwisecorrelation lengthscaleof typical

boundarylayer flows may beassumedto beof theorder of the boundarylayer thickness

andthis is small comparedwith bothspanwisescaleof the meanflow variablesandthe
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acousticwavelength.This suggeststhat theboundarylayerpropertiesof a rotating blade
may be approximated by splitting the blade into spanwisestrips and assuming the
boundarylayer is the sameasthat of a bladein rectilinear motion with the samelocal

flow speedand angle of attack (Brooks et al (1989)). However, the surfacepressure

spectrumwhich coupleswith the acousticfield is correlatedover a spanwisedistance

which is the order of the acousticwavelengthand so this strip theory approachis only

valid in the high frequencylimit wheretheacousticwavelengthis smallcomparedwith

thebladespan.This is a significantlimitationandtheconsequencesof this approximation
for theductedfan configurationwill beconsideredin section2.

In section2 of thispapera theoryis developedfor thesoundpowerradiatedfrom

aductedfan by trailing edgenoisesources.Theturbulentboundarylayerfluctuationsare

assumeduncorrelatedon eachbladebut a correctionis includedfor acousticscattering

from adjacentblades.The bladesurfacepressurespectrumis basedon theinterpolation

of Brook'smeasurementson isolatedairfoils. The scalingof theresultsasa function of

thebladedesignparametersis givenin section3.

5.2 TheEvaluationof theIn-Duct SoundPowerfor Trailing EdgeNoise

5.2.1 Theory for Noisefrom BladesRotatingin aDuct

In deriving a theory for the noise generatedby ducted fan blades we must
consider the general problem of soundradiation from a unsteadyflow over moving

surfacesin a duct. This problem is illustrated in figure 5.1 which shows a set of fan

bladesin a circular duct and anobserverat the location x. By usingLighthill's acoustic

analogytheacousticpressureattheobservercanbespecifiedas:

c)2G(y,'r I x,t) T

dVdz + fl_T fsfi(Y,'r)p(x,t)= fl_T fvTij(Y,'C)

(5.1)

o3G(y, "CI x, t) dSdz

DoG(Y,'r l x,t)
dSdz

Dz

where G(y,z[x,t) is the Green's function which applies for a source in the duct at y and an

observer at x in accordance with the conventions given by Goldstein (1976). The flu'st

term on the righthand side of this equation is the quadrupole source term which

represents the sound generated by the turbulent flow fluctuations. In the blade boundary
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layerthesesourcesareconvectedsubsonicallyrelative to both theobserverandtherotor
bladesand there is no rapid streamwisedistortion of the flow, which canbe assumed

uniform at thetrailing edgeof thebladesif theKutta condition applies. The second term

represents the dipole source term where f, is the force per unit area applied to the fluid by

the blade. The last term represents the contribution from the moving volume of the blade

commonly referred to as thickness noise. This term is not important for ducted fans and

only contributes to the near field at the blade passage frequencies, and so will be ignored.

To evaluate the levels of trailing edge noise two different approaches have been

used. Ffowcs Williams and Hall (1970) and Howe (1978) used a Greens function which

satisfied the boundary conditions a semi-infinite flat plate and so were able to eliminate

the dipole term in equation (5.1). In Howe's approach a vorticity distribution is shed from

the trailing edge to ensure that the Kutta condition is satisfied. In contrast Amiet (1976)

specified a convected pressure disturbance on the surface of the blade which was induced

by the quadrupole sources in the blade boundary layer. He then assumed that the

turbulence in the boundary layer was undistorted as it convected past the trailing edge

and introduced a correction to the local acoustic field which ensured that there was no

pressure discontinuity in the blade wake. In essence both Howe's and Amiet's wake

corrections are identical the only difference being the manner in which the problem is set

up. Howe specifies the flow explicitly while Amiet specifies the net contribution of the

induced flow in the wake. Both theories show that the subsonically convected turbulence

in the boundary layer does not radiate to the acoustic far field and no sound is radiated if

the eddy convection velocity equals the free stream velocity. In the analysis given here

we will use Amiet's approach and define the acoustic field in terms of the blade surface

pressure, ignoring the quadrupole term since this does not couple with the acoustic field.

This is equivalent to assuming the quadrupole field generated by shed vorticity in the

wake is exactly canceled by the surface pressure discontinuity which would have existed

on an imaginary extension of the airfoil surface. On this basis (Amiet (1976)) we need

only consider the dipole term in equation (5.1).

The Green's function can be defined for the acoustic field in a hard walled circular

duct with a uniform axial flow (Goldstein (1976)) as

(5.2)

G(y, "t"I x, t) =

i *_ ___ UJ(_jsr°)-_ e-iC°t+ij(_°-i(Mk°z°+fl;_z°)/#2{" Uj_ajsr)e" " icor-iJ(_+i(Mk°z-L--fl)_z)/l_2}do)
--_ j,s fl jsF j s
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wheretheobserveris locatedat ro,d?o ,Zo and the source point is r,q_,z (z is in the direction

of the flow and the + refers to an observer in the upstream/downstream direction). The

axial flow Mach number is M and p2=1-M2. The wavenumber ko is defined as cO�Co

where Co is the speed of sound, Uj represent the duct modes and the coefficients ajs are

the solutions to U)(aa)= U'j(ah) =0 where a is the duct radius and h is the hub radius.

We also have that

(5.3)

[ j2)U 2 (a js r)
3js= /t2o -1 2 2ajs rjs=Z (r2 a}, h

The terms in equation (5.2) have been arranged so that those which depend on the source

co-ordinates are grouped in the { } brackets. Consequently when (5.2) is used in equation

(5.1) we can carry out the integrals over the source variables separately and define a

modal expansion for the acoustic field in the form

(5.4)

p(x, t) = I Z Ajs (cO)Uj (ajsr o )e ijq_°-i(Mk°++-fljs)z°/#2-i°)t dcO

--** j,s

where the coefficients AJcO) are the mode amplitudes at the frequency cO.

To obtain the mode amplitudes for the dipole term in equation (5.1) we will first

assume that the thickness of the blade is small compared with the acoustic wavelength so

the surface integral in (5.1) may be replaced by an integral over the blade planform and

the force applied to the fluid is replaced by the pressure difference across the blade

surfaces. The integral over the planform must be carried out for each blade separately so

we define yn(r,v) as the location (in stationary co-ordinates) of the point r on the n th

blade at time "r. In cylindrical co-ordinates yn=(r, _)n(r,z,'O,z) where z,<z<z o specifies the

axial extent of the blades at each radial location. If we define _ as the chordwise location

on the mean blade planform (see figure 5.1) and/3 as the angle which the mean blade

planform makes with the direction of rotation (so that tan/3=U/12r) then z-z,=_sin_ and

we can define
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B
_cosfl/r -O(r,z)

(5.5)

where O(r,z) defines the blade camber relative to the mean chord line.

The force applied to the fluid is in the direction normal to the blade surface and so

the gradient of the Green's function in the dipole term of (5.1) must be evaluated in this

direction. The normal is defined by n=Vg//Vg/ where g=_-_, and so if we define

F,(r,_,¢o) as the Fourier transform with respect to time of the blade surface pressure

fluctuations on the n th blade, the mode amplitudes will be

Ajs(¢O ) -

where

(5.6)

B a c

1 Z ! f (_s Uj(ajsr)Fn(r,_,c°-J_)eik_¢+2_inj/B+ijO(r'¢)drd_2#ysrJ s n=l 0

k _s = j cos fl / r + ( Mk o + fl js ) Sin fl /12 2

(_s = jn4_ (Mk° +" fljs)nz -°tjsUj(ajsr)nr
r ]2 2 Uj (ajsr)

Given the dimensions of the duct all the quantities in (5.6) are known apart from the

blade loading distribution F,. This result allows for blades with arbitrary shape but it is

often reasonable to ignore the effect of the blade camber, sweep and lean on the

amplitude terms in (5.6) by approximating the normal to the blade surface as

(5.7)

n = (nr, n_, n z) = (0, sin fl, cos fl)

The duct modes are useful because they can be used to calculate the in duct sound

power propagating either upstream or downstream from the fan. The expression for the

autospectrum of the sound power is (see Goldstein (1976))

(5.8)
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Sww(C°) = Retj,s Po(O_ + flysU) 2 T I Ajs (co) 12 ]}

This is a relatively simple expression and allows the spectrum of the sound power to be

obtained from the spectrum of the mode amplitudes. Note how no sound power is

radiated when fit, is imaginary which eliminates the cut off modes from the calculation.

The in duct sound power generated by broadband noise sources is therefore given

by the expected value of the mode amplitudes as a function of frequency. These can be

defined from equation (5.6) in the form

B a B a

212I
n=l h m=l h

c c

II
o o

(5.9)

-t- +

( ]_ (r)( _s (r' )U j (a jsr)U ] (a js¢ )

S_[: m) (y,y' ,¢oj )e iK__(¢'r)-iK_(('r')+2rcij(n-m)/ B drdf d_d¢

where ogj=og-j12 and K_f=k/f_+jO(r,_). The term Srl "_) is the cross spectral density of

the pressure fluctuations on blades number m and n at the locations y=(r,_) and y'=(r',_3

which is defined as

(5.10)

S_1 _rn) (y, y' ,¢0j ): T Ex[Fn (r, _,o)j)F m (r', _', coj)]
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If the fluctuationson eachbladeareuncorrelatedthenonly thosetermsfor which n=m

need be included in the summations but in general that will not be the case because the

blades are coupled by the acoustic field.

This result shows that the acoustic field depends on the cross spectrum of the

blade loading distribution and this must be known with sufficient accuracy to calculate

the surface integral in (5.9). Note that the integrand also includes highly oscillatory

functions and the coupling of these to the cross spectrum is crucial to the accuracy of the

result.

The blade loadings for broadband sources on rotating blades are not well

understood. At the present time the fully coupled blade response to either an unsteady

inflow or a turbulent boundary layer can only be obtained numerically (Schulten (1996),

Kordama and Namba (1989)), and calculations to date have been limited to the f'trst few

blade passage harmonics. Broadband noise calculations are an order of magnitude more

difficult because they require multiple frequency calculations at very high frequencies.

Therefore we are limited at this time to estimating the blade response function for a

rotating blade by using the blade response functions for rectilinear blades applied to

incremental strips across the span. The accuracy of this approximation depends on the

spanwise extent of the blade response to a local excitation. In broadband noise

calculations it is often argued that the spanwise correlation lengthscale of the incident

fluctuations is small and so each spanwise strip of the blade can be considered

uncorrelated (Amiet (1976)). However this argument only applies to the flow exciting the

blade and does not consider the blade response which may effectively spread the

influence of a local gust across the blade span. In the following sections we will examine

this approximation for trailing edge noise sources on a rotating blade.

5.2.2 The Blade Surface Pressure

The theory for trailing edge noise from an isolated blade is given by Amiet (1976)

who shows that the acoustic radiation depends on both the turbulent boundary layer

pressure fluctuations and the blade response function. In fan noise applications the blade

response function also depends on the acoustic scattering by adjacent blades. This

problem was studied for a linear cascade model by Glegg (1996) and significant blade to

blade interactions were identified. In this section we will review the results of Glegg

(1996) so that they may be used for the evaluation of equation (5.9).

It will be assumed that the pressure fluctuations generated by the blade boundary

layer far upstream of the trailing edge of the n 'h blade can be represented by
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?,,(y,x,"r)=

O0

f.

(5.11)

(note this formulation differs from that given by Amiet (1976) in as much that the

response is allowed to be a function of span). The blade loading on a rotor blade will

depend on both the boundary layer fluctuations on the excited blade as well as those on

the adjacent blades and so in the presence of the trailing edge the loading can be written

in the form

B

Fn(Y'X'C°j)= E f gn-k(X,Y,r°j)Pk(f°j ,v)eivydv
k=l

(5.12)

where x is in the direction of the flow and y is along the span. The function g.-k is the

blade response function of the n 'h blade to a boundary layer on the k 'h blade. The cross

spectrum of the surface pressure required in (5.9) will therefore depend on

Ex[P.(co?v)P,.'(o_,v')] which can be evaluated for a homogeneous turbulent boundary

layer which is uncorrelated from blade to blade, but has the same average properties, as

(5.13)

T .  See (coj)Ex[P n (cOj, v)P m (co j, v' )1 - S(v - v' )tmn
7_

where Spe(_) is the spectrum of the surface pressure fluctuations at a point. The

parameter I is the spanwise lengthscale as defined by Amiet (1976), which is a function

of the spanwise wavenumber. It is often argued that the dependence of I on the spanwise

wavenumber can be ignored because it is only important when vS>l, where 5 is a

lengthscale which is of the order of the boundary layer thickness, but we will not make

this approximation until a later stage. We then obtain the cross spectrum of the blade

loadings as

(5.14)
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Spp ((Oj) Z f ggn-k (x, V, O]j )gm-k* (x', V, OJj )eiV(y-Y')dv
S_. rn) (y, y', ¢oj) - _ k=l .-_

The result given by (5.14) provides the cross spectrum of the loadings for a linear

cascade which has uniform spanwise properties. By using strip theory we can use this

result as an input to equation (5.9) to obtain the amplitude of the duct modes in terms of

the surface pressure spectrum See.

•5.2.3 The Duct Mode Amplitudes obtained from Strip Theory

The mode amplitudes defined by (5.9) can only be evaluated if the cross spectrum

of the loadings are known and, as stated above we will estimate these from the cross

spectrum of the loadings on a linear cascade of semi-infinite flat plates with uniform flow

at all spanwise locations. This is at best a high frequency approximation since the

properties of the boundary layer on the rotating blade will vary significantly across the

span and we must therefore use broadband strip theory to relate the linear cascade blade

response to the rotating blade response. The assumption required is that SeF_""_ will tend

to zero when the spanwise displacement r-r' is greater than some distance L over which

the flow conditions may be assumed constant. The blade response extends the influence

of any locally excited region over a blade surface area which scales with the acoustic

wavelength. Consequently strip theory only applies when kL>>l. On this basis we can

carry out a local expansion of the Bessel function terms in (5.9) which retains the phase

variation of the Green's function across the span but relates all amplitude variations

which depend on r' to their value at r. The expansion takes the form

(5.15)

+ ' _'_s--(r) X. H (1) ivl(r-r') _s(r) Y (2) _-ivl(r-r')
_ (r )Uj (O_jsr') = 2 js j (ajsr)e + _2 " jsHj (°Qsr'e

where

lX. H(1) 1. ,,(2)
Uj(°_jsr)= 2 js j (ajsr)+-_ljstTj (ajsr)

This allows an approximation of the integrand of equation (5.9) in the vicinity of r so that

it may be written (assuming uncambered blades aligned with the flow)

(5.16)
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I I [_'Js (r)] 2 UJ(°_jsr){XjsH}l)(°tJ sr)eivl(r'-r, + YjsH} 2)'_,_js-)_l" ,,-ivl(r'-r)'[[
2

h r-L

B B c c

Z E I I S_Fm)(y'y"o)J )eik_(¢-¢)+2rdj(n-m)/Bdrdr_dCd¢

n=l m=l 0 0

In approximating equation (5.9) using (5.16) we have introduced an important

simplification of the broadband noise problem from rotating blades because it allows us

to substitute from for Srr from (5.14) directly using the local flow conditions at the

spanwise station r. Evaluating the integrals using (5.14) with y-y'=r-r' and x=_-c in the

strip theory limit kL>>l gives

/ /2
T 2fljsr'js

where

(5.17)

a 2 + 2
B I [_(r)Uj(Otjsr)] 2esee(o j,r)lV(o j,vl,kgs) [ dr

h

+ B c O)j)eik_+2_ijn/Bd _g2(f°j,Vl,k)-s)= Z I gn(¢-C'Vl' "

n=l 0

Note that we have used the property g.,,=gs., and given See a dependence on r to indicate

that it is a function of spanwise location. Also we have taken g, to be an even function of

the spanwise wavenumber which is to be expected in the uniform flow approximation.

This result shows how the duct mode amplitudes are dependent on the surface pressure

spectrum Spp, the blade response function _ and the spanwise lengthscale l. The blade

response function can be defined analytically but the surface pressure and the spanwise

lengthscale are features of the flow which are hard to predict or determine from

computations of the flow. Typically we are interested in blades which are operating close

to stall and so the flow is very unstable and non-linear interactions are important. At this

time we are limited to estimating the surface pressure from experiments on isolated
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bladesandinterpolating the results to the conditionsof interest.This approachwill be
describedin section5.2.6.

5.2.4ThePhaseApproximation

To obtaintheresult givenby (5.17)it wasnecessaryto makeuseof the local expansion

(5.15) and in this sectionwe will evaluatethe value of the phasefunction v_ . First

consider a Taylor series expansion of the Hankel function in (5.15). This may be written

in the form

(5.18)

H}l)(o_)=exp ln(Hj (_r)+(r'-r)--_(ln(H}l)(ocr)

so that we can define the phase function as

_( -icrJ-/_'(1)(07")
VI = -i In(H_I)(o_'))= (I)(o_')

Hj

(5.19)

For large values of the argument we can approximate the Hankel function as

i(ar +4 j_2_-l-jTt / 2-rc / 4 )

H_I) (at) = _v.__e _ar

(5.20)

so that

4j 2 - 1 i
v 1 =a q

80o- 2 2r

(5.21)
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We see therefore that the real part of the phase function depends on the radius, and

although this dependence is weak well above cut-off, there is an implicit radial

dependence.

One of the problems with using a flat plate blade response function to represent a

blade rotating in a cylindrical duct is the matching of the blade response functions at

frequencies where the duct modes cut on. At the cut-on frequency fl/,=O and so

considering (5.8) and (5.9) we see that the sound power of each mode is singular at cut-

on. However for a rectilinear cascade it can be shown (Goldstein (1976)) that the blade

response function tends to zero at the cut on frequency and so the sound power remains

finite. It is therefore important that, when modeling the response of the rotating blade by

an equivalent rectilinear blade over a finite strip (however small), that the behavior at cut

on is correct. This is especially significant for broadband noise calculations because at

high frequencies the modal density in any bandwidth of practical interest is high, and so

there will be several modes which cut on within any band. The singular behavior of the

expressions for the sound power and the mode amplitudes can cause large errors unless it

is accounted for correctly.

To address this problem consider the dispersion relationship for acoustic waves in

cylindrical co-ordinates. For a wave field in a duct with uniform flow in the axial

direction the acoustic pressure is given by p=AU/_/)exp(-imt+ij¢+iTz). The dispersion

relationship which determines ),is given by

(5.22)

r z + a_s = (co- _)z / Co2

In contrast the acoustic field in rectilinear co-ordinates with a uniform flow in the z

direction is defined as p=Aexp(-icot+ivy+iflx+iTz) and satisfies the dispersion

relationship

r2 +/_2+ v2 = (co- _)2 / %2

(5.23)

If the x axis is aligned with the azimuthal direction so that x=q_r, the periodicity of the

wavefield requires that fl=j/r. Consequently the dispersion relationships will be identical

if
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v 2 = a2s d 2
r 2

(5.24)

To first order we can expand this relationship to give

(5.25)

j2

v =ajs 2ajsr2

which is a good approximation to the Taylor series expansion given by equation (5.21).

In conclusion, when aligning the wavenumbers in rectilinear co-ordinates with the

wavenumbers in cylindrical co-ordinates it is important that the dispersion relationships

are preserved so that the cut on frequencies for each mode are the same in both cases. For

this reason we must chose the spanwise wavenumber given by (5.24) in the rectilinear

expansion and this gives a good approximation for the local expansion of the Bessel

functions.

5.2.5 The Blade Response Function

The blade response function for pressure fields convected past the trailing edges

of a linear cascade of blades was investigated by Glegg (1996) where it was shown that,

for an incident pressure field of the type given by (5.11),

(5.26)

7gn(X'V'r'Oj)= e-i_'(x-nd) Z Ap (y'v)e-2_ipnlBd_"

___ p =--oo

where the function A e is defined by equation (5.23) of Glegg (1996) (with

Qexp(i_o/Yo/)=l/2 to account for pressure doubling on the surface) and the trailing edge of

each blade lies atx=nd. It then follows that the function required in (5.17) is given by

(5.27)

• (09j,V,_') = 2vdle i?v 2 Aj-p B()''v)

_
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andby combiningequation(5.23),(5.26)and(5.28)of Glegg(1996)we find that

igc ei_c

W(_j, v, y) = 4hi(?' + Yc )J(J) (-7c)J(--J) (7)

(5.28)

where _c=(1-M,2)"2(tc,2-(_+tcM,)e) m , tc,2=_-ve/(1-M,2), M, is the flow Mach number

relative to the blade, 1¢= (O/Co(1-M,2 ), _=(o/Uc, Uc is the gust convection velocity and the

functions Je are defined in Glegg (1996). This result is only valid for calculating the

sound field in the region downstream of the blade trailing edges because the model used

is for a cascade of blades with semi-infinite chord. For the sound which propagates in the

upstream direction the sound field is trapped in the blade passages and then radiates from

the inflow plane of the fan. A complete theory for the propagation of waves through the

blade passages, their reflection and subsequent radiation is not yet available but current

indications are that there is very little energy reflected back downstream from the fan

leading edge.

To interpret the results it is shown in Glegg (1996) that a reasonable

approximation is given for (5.17) in the form

_(coj, v,?') =
(1 - e 2i_h° )e izc

i(y + Yc )

(5.29)

where _=(l'mJ)l/2(1CJ'(_lCd_e)2) 1/2 and ho is the blade spacing normal to the direction of

the flow. Two features are important about this result: first we the term (1-exp(2i_ho))

represents the reflection of waves by adjacent blades and is typical of an interference

effect. The response function therefore has zeroes at frequencies where _ho=Zr and these

will be apparent in the computation of the sound power spectra to be discussed in section

5.3. Secondly the function given in (5.29) reduces to the blade response function for an

isolated blade in the limit that ho tends to infinity since _ has a small positive imaginary

part so (1-exp(2i_ho))-I.

5.2.6 The Surface Pressure Spectrum
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To evaluatethe spectrumof the bladeboundarylayer pressurefluctuations we
will considermeasurementsof the acousticfield from an isolatedblade. It is shownin

Amiet (1976) that the far field pressurespectrumfrom an isolatedblade in a uniform
flow is given in terms of the cross spectrumof the blade pressurefluctuations. To

evaluate (5.17) we need to specify 21SA,t, and this can be determined from the

measurement of the pressure spectrum in the acoustic far field as

(5.30)

Spp(Xo,(-Oj)
2gSpp (coy) =

%zo bl e, 0, e)12
4 Cor (COY'

where _ is the blade response function of an isolated blade and we have specified the

observer to be located at Xo=Yo=O. It is therefore relatively simple to obtain the pressure

spectrum required for (5.17) from measurements of the acoustic field from an isolated

blade. The accuracy of this estimate is determined by the knowledge of the blade

response function, but this is specified theoretically, and the primary assumption is that

scattering by the leading edge of the blade is ignored.

5.2.7 Numerical Implementation

The theory described above has been implemented by carrying out five separate

tasks based on the input parameters of a particular fan design. Each step is described

below:

(1) The self noise source spectra are calculated using the blade self noise

prediction code provided by Brooks et al (1989). This calculation is carried out for each

blade station and gives spectral levels between 200 Hz and 40,000 Hz in blade based co-

ordinates.

(2) The duct mode eigen values and eigenfunctions are calculated for each

frequency at each radial station with sufficient resolution for the radial integration

required in equation (5.17).

(3) The blade response function and source level are calculated for all cut on

modes at ~10 radial stations across the blade span.

(4) The radial integration is carried out numerically. The mode functions are

highly oscillatory and so a small step size is required in the integration to define these
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correctly.Accurateresultsareobtainedby usingat least 30 steps across the span for the

lower order modes and by increasing this to (a-h)/(5s_:,) for large radial mode orders

where sm_ is the largest value of s for all propagating modes at a given frequency.

However relatively few source points are defined in (5.3) but they tend to vary smoothly

so linear interpolation can be used to specify these functions at the small increments

required for the mode functions.

(5) The sound power is evaluated for each frequency and each mode using

equation (5.17).

Numerical checks have been carded out on the radial integration by comparing

the results with known theoretical solutions. Further checks on the number of radial

stations required in (5.3) above have shown that 10 radial stations gives a converged

solution. The codes for the blade response function have been checked using the two

alternate methods of calculation.

5.3. Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Numerical Examples

In this section we will illustrate the application of the self noise model described

above to a ducted fan. We will limit consideration to a fan in a duct of radius 0.2286m

with 20 blades and a hub to tip ratio of 0.44. The results will be presented in terms of the

spectrum level of the sound power obtained from equation (5.8) and corrected for the

bandwidth used in the frequency analysis by multiplying by 2Ao9 with Ao._2x rad/sec.

Unless otherwise stated the tip Mach number will be 0.7, the tip inflow angle fl=tan

t(U/I'2a)=23 ° and the blade chord 0.081m. Two different distributions of blade angle of

attack will be considered: a constant angle of attack of 7* at all spanwise locations and a

varying angle of attack in which there is a linear reduction of blade angle from 8 ° at the

hub to 4 ° at the tip.
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5.3.2Self NoiseSourceLevels

The self noisesourcelevelsareobtainedfrom thenon-dimensionalisedmeasured

spectragiven by Brookset al (1989),for a seriesof NACA 0012 airfoils with different
chordsandatdifferentangleof attack.The measuredspectrascalewith thefifth powerof

the inflow velocity andsignificant increasesin the low frequencypart of the spectrum

were observedat high anglesof attackwhenflow separationand/orstall occurred.Flow

separationwas significantly alteredby the useof boundarylayer trips indicating that

theremaybe significantscaleeffectspresent.
This study is concernedwith high solidity fans in which thelocal flow in ablade

passagemay vary significantly from a flow with the sameReynolds number over an

isolated blade. In particular the influence of adjacentbladeson flow separationand

boundarylayerdevelopmentmaybesignificant.Furthermoretheairfoils usedin Brook's

study were uncamberedwhereasductedfan bladesusuallyinclude a significantamount
of camber.The relationshipbetweenthe angleof attack of an isolatedblade and the

equivalentangleof attackof thebladesin a high solidity fan is yet to bedeterminedand

will require an extensiveexperimentalstudy.However results to datesuggestthat the

bladeincidenceanglesareequivalentbetweenthesetwo cases,but furtherwork needsto

bedoneto confirm this preliminary conclusion.

Figure 5.2 shows the isolated blade self noise spectra for each radial station of the

constant angle of attack case (Case A) described above. Note how the highest levels

occur near the blade tip where the blade relative velocity is highest, and how the spectral

peak occurs at ~ 9000 Hz. At inboard stations the peak moves to lower frequencies and

the levels are reduced as the fifth power of the blade relative velocity.

For the case when the blade angle of attack varies across the span (Case B, Figure

5.3) a different characteristic is observed. The increase in angle of attack on the inboard

stations of the blade causes the level of the spectral peak to remain constant in spite of the

reduction in blade relative velocity. This characteristic is caused by the flow over the

blade approaching separation and will be affected by the details of the fan design. In

general we can conclude that separated flow will result in significant increases in low

frequency self noise from the fan.

5.3.3 In Duct Sound Power

To demonstrate the effect of the two different variations of blade angle of attack

on the radiated power levels figure 5.4 shows the downstream sound power for the blade
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sourcelevels givenin figures 5.2and5.3.Notehow theconstantangleof attackcasehas

higher levels, especially at high frequencies.The high frequency characteristic is

explainedby the higherangleof attackcloseto the bladetip for caseA. In contrastthe

high angle of attack close to the hub causesblade stall for caseB and this results in

higherlow frequencylevels,asexpectedfrom Figure5.3.
An interesting feature is the noticeabledips in the spectraat ~8kHz. This is

causedby theinterferenceeffectdiscussedin section5.2.5,andis adirect consequenceof

thecascadebladeresponsefunctionhavinga null in this frequencyband.

The scalingwith Mach numberis shownin Figure 5.5 for caseA giving results

for blade tip Mach numbersof 0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8and 0.9. To obtain thesecurves the fan
speedwas varied while maintaining the sameinflow angleand anglesof attack. An

increasein the spectrallevel is observedwith greaterincreasesat higher frequencies.To

determinethe scalingof self noisewith Mach numberfigure 5.6 showsthe total sound

power asa function of bladetip Mach numberobtainedby integrating the spectra.For

Machnumbersless than0.5 the scalingis proportional to the fifth power of the Mach
numberasexpectedfrom thesourcelevels.At higherMachnumbersa greatersensitivity

is observedandthe scalingis closerto the sixth power of theMach numberor greater.

Note that at Mach numbersgreaterthan0.7 thecompletespectracould not becalculated

andsothelevelsareobtainedby integratingtheavailabledatashownin figures5.5.

The scalingwith angleof attackis shownin Figure 5.7 for caseA with nominal

angleof attackchangesof-2°,-1",0",+1°,+2°relativeto thebaselevel. Note herehow the
spectralshapechangessignificantlyatlow frequencieswhenbladestall occurs.In Figure

5.8 the total soundpowerbetweenlkHz and20kHz is shownas a function of angleof

attackfor both casesA andB andit is seenthat this increasesas-2.4 dB per degreefor

caseB which hasatwistedbladefor whichonly thehubstallsin this rangeof parameters.

CaseA which has a constantangleof attack acrossthe span shows more sensitivity

becauseboth thetip andthehubregionstallat incidenceanglesgreaterthan7*.

5.3.4Modal PowerDistribution

Oneof the interestingfeaturesof theapproachgiven hereis that thedistribution

of soundpower in eachmodeasa function of frequencycanbe displayedasshownin

Figure5.9for the constantangleof attackcase(CaseA). In thisplot the soundpower is

presentedfor all the azimuthal modes (x-axis), against frequency (y-axis), and the

contourheight (z-axis) representsthesoundpower which is the sumof the levels in the

radial modes.The plot showsa clear tendencyfor there to be moresoundpower in the
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positive (co-rotating) modesat high frequencies,and at low frequenciesthere is more

soundpower in the negative(counter-rotating)modes.Figure5.9 alsohighlightsvalleys

in the modal power distribution which are causedby the blade to blade interference
effectsdiscussedin section5.2.5.

To further investigatewhy the modalpower is concentratedin the co-rotating

modeswenotethat thefrequencydependentfactorswhichaffect themodestrengthgiven

by equation(5.17) arethe wavenumbersflj, and kj7 the source spectrum 2lSep and the

blade response function q_. The source spectrum and the blade response function are

both functions of wj= oyj.f2, which represents the blade based frequency and accounts for

the Doppler shift of the moving blades by coupling different source frequencies into

different duct modes. The interference effects due to blade to blade interactions which

cause the valleys in Figure 5.9 make it hard to separate out the source spectrum scaling

for each mode and so calculations were carried out using a blade response function which

eliminated adjacent blade interference. This was achieved by letting ho tend to infinity in

equation (5.29). The sound power spectra for the modes j=0,10 and 20 are shown in

figure 5.10(a). The spectral peak occurs at higher frequencies for the higher order modes,

but when plotted against the blade based frequency (figure 5.10(b)) all the spectral peaks

line up showing that the sound power is primarily a function of the blade based

frequency. The match is not perfect at the lower frequencies because of the influence of

the blade response function close to cut on, and this is even more pronounced for

negative mode orders, for which the spectral peak of the zero order mode is "cut off" but

the high frequency parts of the spectra line up as a function of the blade based frequency.

5.4. Conclusions

A theoretical prediction method for the broadband self noise from ducted fans has

been developed. The source mechanism is assumed to be the interaction of the turbulent

boundary layer with the trailing edges of the blades and the source levels are obtained

from the measurements of self noise from isolated blades by Brooks, Pope and Marcolini

(1989).

It was shown that strip theory must be used to apply these results to a rotating

blade, and this is only a valid approximation in the high frequency limit where the

acoustic wavelength is much smaller than the duct radius. A method was introduced for

coupling the modes in a circular duct to the modes of a linear cascade. This is achieved
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by matchingthedispersionrelationshipof theacousticfield in eachcase,andif this is not

donecorrectly then theincorrectbehaviorof thebladeresponsefunctionis obtainedclose

to cut off. This is important due to the singularnatureof the expressionfor the sound
poweratthecut off frequency.

It hasbeenfound (Glegg (1996)) that for a high solidity ductedfan the blade

surfacepressuresarenot uncorrelatedoneachbladeandcorrectionsmustbeincludedfor

thescatteringfrom thetrailingedgesof adjacentblades.This is achievedby usingablade

responsefunction which assumesbladesof semi infinite chord arrangedas a linear
cascade,and this function hasthecorrectbehaviorto properly calculatethe modesclose

to cut off which is not thecasefor approximatemethodswhich donot include theeffect

of thespanwisewavenumber.Howevera correctionneedsto beaddedto accountfor the

propagationof trailing edgenoisethroughthebladepassagesandinto theduct upstream
of thefan.

Numericalresultsshowthatthein ductsoundpowerscaleswith thefifth powerof

thefan speedat low Machnumbers,but thischangesto thesixthpoweror greaterat high
Mach numbers.The angleof attackof the bladeincreasesthe self noiseas 2.4 dB per

degreeand significant increasesin low frequencyself noiseoccur if bladestall occurs.

For bladeswith a linearvariationof angleof attackstall effectsoccurprimarily in thehub

region and this doesnot give as large increasesas stall effectswhich occur in the tip

regionof thefan. Scaleeffectshavealsobeenconsideredandarefound to bedependent
on Reynoldsnumber.It is also shownthat the soundpower is concentratedin the co-

rotatingmodesbecauseof theDopplershift introducedby thefan.

Theadvantageof theapproachgivenhereis that it basedonanexperimentaldata
baseand so includesthe effectsof nonlinearsourcemechanismsand viscosity in high

Reynoldsnumberflows. Given thelimitation that theflow is modeledasbeingthe same

asthatof anisolatedblade,themethodmakesaflu'storder attemptto accountfor theself

noise from bladesat high anglesof attack where separatedflow and bladestall takes
place over different sections of the blade. Clearly more work is required, both

experimentallyand numerically, to evaluatethe turbulent boundarylayer close to the

trailing edgeof fan bladeswhich, in contrast to the bladesusedhere,may be highly

camberedand influenced by the presenceof adjacentblades.However the method

describedhereshouldgive a first orderestimateof the trailing edgenoisefrom a ducted
fan.
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6. Predictions of the Boeing Broadband Fan Noise Data Set

6.1 Introduction

This section will consider the application of the theoretical results presented in this

report by carrying out detailed comparisons with the measurements on the Boeing fan rig

described in section 2.

6.2 Rotor Alone Self Noise

The self noise prediction method described in section 5 gives an absolute method

for predicting self noise levels from a fan. The method only gives the downstream sound

power because the propagation of the trailing edge noise through the blade passages is not

included. Consequently we will only consider measurements in the downstream direction.

As was stated in section 2, the rotor self noise will be the base level of Broadband fan noise

and is most likely to be the dominant source when there are no stators, the upstream duct

wall boundary layer is removed, and the tip gap is a minimum. The flow conditions and

input parameters for these operating conditions are presented in Table 6.1. Of particular

importance here is the detail given for the angle of attack across the span of the blade. The

predicted noise spectra for the four cases considered is shown in figure 6.1, and

encouraging agreement is obtained. Note that at the lower speed the level for the high

loading case is 6dB higher than for the low loading case, and the prediction method

accurately follows this trend. At the higher fan speed with high loading the self noise is

over predicted at high frequencies, and it is not immediately clear why this is the case. The

prediction methodology is based on isolated blade measurements at low Mach number, and

the high speed/high loading case represents the greatest departure from these conditions.

The tip Mach number in this case is 0.87 and it is unlikely that the input data is valid at this

speed since shock cells are almost certainly present on the blade surfaces.

The predicted self noise spectra show a clearly identifiable dip at ~8kHz which can

be attributed to blade to blade acoustic interference. This effect is not apparent in the

measurements, and the prediction methodology may be over emphasizing this effect. The

theory does not allow for acoustic reflection of the noise generated at the blade trailing

edges by the leading edges of the blades and this may reduce the apparent null in the spectra

which can be seen in figure 6.1.

Finally it should be noted that predictions of stator self noise showed that the stator

self noise levels were not significant.
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6.3RotorAlone Inflow Noise

Whenthereis aductwall boundarylayertherotoralonenoiseis increased,and the
inflow noisepredictionmethoddescribedin section4 shouldpredict this change.A true

comparisonis only valid howeverif thepredictedboundarylayer(BL) noiseis addedto the

rotor alonelevelswithout theboundarylayerpresent.Figures6.2 through6.5 show the

predictedspectrain theupstreamanddownstreamdirectionsfor thefour different subsonic
operatingconditions. The overallpredictedlevel is the sumof themeasureddatawithout

theBL presentandthepredictedlevel.In generalexcellentagreementis obtained,however

thereis atrendto overpredictatlow frequenciesin theupstreamdirection.

The rotor causessignificantflow turning and so to partiallyaccountfor this the

downstreamsoundpowerhasbeenevaluatedassumingthebladesarealignedwith theflow

in thedownstreamregion,while thepredictionsin theupstreamdirectionarebasedon the

flow conditionsupstreamof thefan.At thevery leastthis ensuresthattheacousticmodes
downstreamandupstreamof thefanhavethenominallycorrectcut onfrequencies.

To obtainthesepredictionstheboundarylayerthicknessandtheturbulencelength

scaleandintensityhaveto be specified.Theboundarylayerthicknesswasestimatedfrom

performancecalculations(seefigure 6.6) the turbulenceintensitywas obtainedfrom hot
wire measurements(seefigure 6.7). Howeverestimatingthe turbulencelengthscalewas

moredifficult. To obtainareasonablevalue,theturbulencespectraat 6mm(0.25")from the

wall wereconsidered(seefigure 6.8). Notethat the 10dB down point for thestreamwise

componentoccursat 6.5kHz, while for thetransversecomponentit occursat30 kHz.The

spectralshapeof theVon Karman spectrum for a gust in the direction of the flow is given

by (1+(o9[k,,U)2) "5/6 and for a transverse gust is given by (3+8(o9/k,,U)2)/(l+(og/k,U)2) "tl/6.

By identifying the frequency where spectrum is 10dB below the level at zero frequency, we

can estimate the lengthscales L, for the streamwise gust, and L vfor the transverse gust, as

(6.1)

14.2U 21U

L u - 87tf u Lv = "8_fv

where f, and fv are the frequencies of the 10dB down points respectively. Using these

formulae, the lengthscales can be estimated for each component as 6.2 mm and 2.6mm

(and similarly for the higher speed case). Using the smaller of these two lengthscales gives

the best fit to the data, but the reason for this is not entirely clear. A possible explanation is

that the lower frequency part of the streamwise turbulence spectra are dominated by

coherent structures which do not fit the Von Karman model.
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6.4Rotor/StatorinteractionNoise

To predictstatornoisetwodifferenttypesof inflow turbulencemust beconsidered.

Firstthereis thewall flow which isdominatedby thewall boundarylayerandthe influence
of thetip leakagevortex.Secondlythereis thewakeflow, which is of lower level, but of

greaterspanwiseextent.To estimatethecontributionsfrom thewall flow, theBL thickness
andintensitymustbeestimated.Thelengthscalesareobtainedfrom theturbulencespectra

and equation(6.1). Similarly for the wake flow, only in this caseonly the average

turbulenceintensityandlengthscaleis required.

For thisstudytheturbulentspectrain thewakewereonly availablefor the largetip
gap, low loadingcaseat the55% operatingcondition(seefigure 6.9). Calculationswere

thereforecarriedout for this case,andextendedto the 70% operatingcondition for the

sametip gap.Using the spectrashown in figure 6.9, the lengthscalesin the outerwall
regionandwakeregionwereestimatedas7.6ram and 3.4 mm respectivelyfor the low

loadingcase.For thehigh loadingcasetheouterwall turbulencelengthscalewas increased

in proportion to the BL thickness.The boundarylayer thicknessand all the turbulence

intensitieswere takenfrom figure 2.10. All theparametersusedin the calculationsare

given in Table 6.3. Note that for the 70% operatingcondition the samevalues for the
turbulenceintensitiesandlengthscaleswereusedasfor thelowerspeed.

Theresultsarepresentedin figures6.10 through6.13,andgive themeasuredrotor

alonenoise,thepredictedwall boundarylayernoise,thepredictedwakenoise,the sumof

thesethreecomponents,andthemeasuredstatornoise.By addingtherotor alonenoiseto

thepredictionsfor theothersourcesproperaccountis takenof therotor self noise, andthe

predictionsprovide theincrementalincreasedueto thepresenceof thestators.In general

thepredictionsaregood, with atendencyto overpredictin the low frequency,upstream
direction,aswas found for therotor alonecases.Thetrendsin thedatawith both speed

andloadingareaccuratelyfollowedbythepredictionmethodology.Furthermoreit appears

thatin all casesthewakeflow is agreatercontributorthantheouterwall flow in all cases.

Thisconclusionis consistentwith theresultspresentedin figure 2.11, with theexception

of thehighspeedhigh loadingcase.Howeversinceno measurementsof thestatorinflow

were madefor this condition,and the predictionis basedon estimatedparameters,no

conclusionscanbedrawnaboutthisparticularcase.

6.5 Conclusion

In this sectionthepredictionmethodologyhasbeencomparedwith thebroadband

noisemeasurementsobtainedfrom theBoeingfanrig. Predictionsof rotor self noisewere

comparedwith rotor alonedataobtainedwith a clean inflow. The results showed the
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comparedwith rotor alonedataobtainedwith a cleaninflow. The results showed the

correcttrendswith loading,but tendedto overpredictat high fan speeds,wheretheblade

tip speedis in the transonicrangeand the input data is most likely inapplicable.The
increaseof therotoralonenoisecausedby thepresenceof a turbulentduct wall boundary

was thenevaluatedusingmeasuredvaluesto definetheturbulenceparameters.Again the

resultsshowedthecorrecttrendswith increasesof speedandloading, however, the best

predictionswere obtainedif only the smallest observed lengthscales were used in the

prediction method. Finally the predicted levels of stator noise were considered, using

measured values for the turbulence parameters. The measured levels were predicted well

and the trends with flow speed and loading were identified. At the low speed condition,

wake turbulence was evaluated as more important than wall turbulence, which is consistent

with the results in section 2.
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7. Conclusions

This report describes the development of prediction methods for broadband fan

noise from aircraft engines. First experimental evidence of the most important source

mechanisms is reviewed. Then theoretical models are developed for each source

mechanism. Finally the theories are used to predict measured levels with some success.

The experimental evidence presented in this report are the results of a test carried

out on the Boeing 17" model fan rig. The results give a break down of the different source

mechanisms of broadband fan noise. It was found that there is no clearly dominant source

mechanism to which noise reduction approaches can be applied, but rather a number of

competing mechanisms exist which are more or less important depending on the particular

fan design and flow conditions. It was shown that noise levels always increased when

stator vanes were present downstream of the rotor. In general, fans should be designed to

minimize turbulent flow incident on the stators and the outer wall flows can be a contributor

in this regard. The wake turbulence is of lower level but of greater extent and so, in some

cases, may be the dominant source of high frequency turbulent flow. However the rotor

noise is not very far below the stator noise and good predicted levels cannot be obtained

unless the rotor alone noise levels are known.

The primary difficulty in developing theoretical models for broadband fan noise is

that the scale of the airfoil is large compared with the gust wavelength, and so numerical

approaches have difficulty in modeling the flow, especially around the blade leading and

trailing edges. Typically, predictions are required at non-dimensional frequencies, o_/U,,

of up to 70, and it unusual to find numerical calculations for non-dimensional frequencies

in excess of 25. This makes the high frequency broadband noise problem particularly

challenging and suggests that a complete solution will not be found using existing

approaches. For this reason semi analytical approaches were used here to model the

interaction of the turbulent flow with the fan blades and stator vanes, and measured data

were used to define the properties of the turbulence. At the present time this appears the

only realistic alternative, but in the future as computational methods improve, a fully non-

linear viscous calculation of the stochastic compressible/turbulent flow in the fan duct and

around the stator vanes, would be an enormous improvement on the approach taken here.

In section 3 the existing methods for the prediction of broadband fan noise from

inflow turbulence were reviewed and a procedure was developed for fan noise prediction

based on a linear cascade model. The model uses a rectilinear approximation for a fan or

stator in a cylindrical duct, but it's advantage over other methods is that it includes all
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spanwisecoupling effects. The standardoutput of this method is the upstream and

downstreamsoundpower, but modalamplitudeand powercalculationsarealso possible

with minor modifications.Numericalexampleswere given and it was shown that the
spectralshapeof the radiatedsoundpower is primarily controlled by the turbulence

lengthscale,whichis thetypicallythemostdifficult turbulenceparameterto measure.

A theoreticalpredictionmethodfor thebroadbandself noisefrom ductedfans was

alsodeveloped.The sourcemechanismis assumedto be the interactionof the turbulent

boundarylayerwith thetrailingedgesof thebladesandthesourcelevelsareobtainedfrom

the measurements of self noise from isolated blades by Brooks, Pope and Marcolini

(1989). It was shown that strip theory must be used to apply these results to a rotating

blade, and this is only a valid approximation in the high frequency limit where the acoustic

wavelength is much smaller than the duct radius. A method was introduced for coupling the

modes in a circular duct to the modes of a linear cascade. This is achieved by matching the

dispersion relationship of the acoustic field in each case, and if this is not done correctly

then the incorrect behavior of the blade response function is obtained close to cut off. This

is important due to the singular nature of the expression for the sound power at the cut off

frequency. For a high solidity ducted fan the blade surface pressures are not uncorrelated

on each blade and corrections must be included for the scattering from the trailing edges of

adjacent blades. This is achieved by using a blade response function which assumes blades

of semi infinite chord arranged as a linear cascade, and this function has the correct

behavior to properly calculate the modes close to cut off which is not the case for

approximate methods which do not include the effect of the spanwise wavenumber.

However a correction needs to be added to account for the propagation of trailing edge

noise through the blade passages and into the duct upstream of the fan. Numerical results

show that the in duct sound power scales with the fifth power of the fan speed at low Mach

numbers, but this changes to the sixth power or greater at high Mach numbers. The angle

of attack of the blade increases the self noise as 2.4 dB per degree and significant increases

in low frequency self noise occur if blade stall occurs. For blades with a linear variation of

angle of attack stall effects occur primarily in the hub region and this does not give as large

increases as stall effects which occur in the tip region of the fan. Scale effects have also

been considered and are found to be dependent on Reynolds number. It is also shown that

the sound power is concentrated in the co-rotating modes because of the Doppler shift

introduced by the fan.

Finally the prediction methodology was compared with the broadband noise

measurements obtained from the Boeing fan rig. Predictions of rotor self noise were

compared with rotor alone data obtained with a clean inflow. The results showed the
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correcttrendswith loading,but tendedto overpredictat high fan speeds,wheretheblade

tip speedis in the transonicrangeand the input data is most likely inapplicable.The
increaseof therotoralonenoisecausedby thepresenceof a turbulentduct wall boundary

wasevaluatedusingmeasuredvaluesto definetheturbulenceparameters.Againtheresults

showed the correct trends with increasesof speedand loading, however, the best

predictionswere obtainedif only the smallestobservedlengthscaleswere used in the

prediction method.Finally the predictedlevels of stator noise was considered,using
measuredvalues for the turbulenceparameters.The broadbandfan noise levels were

predictedwell using this approachand the trends with flow speedand loading were

identified.At the low speedcondition,waketurbulencewasevaluatedas more important

thanwall turbulence,which is consistentwith theresultsin section2 for this fandesign.
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Tables

Table 6.1: Input for Boeing

Minimum Frequency
Maximum Frequency
Number of Frequency points

Analysis Bandwidth

Duct Radius
Hub Radius
Blade Chord
Number of Blades

Fan Rotor

1000 Hz
25000Hz
25

15.6Hz

0.2286 m
0.1m
0.081m
20

Alone Self Noise Calculations

RPM: 55%
70%

Axial Flow 55%

70%

Blade Chord

(r-h)/(a-h)

0.0500 0.0718
0.1500 0.0736
0.2500 0.0758
0.3500 0.0768
0.4500 0.0769
0.5500 0.0769
0.6500 0.0768
0.7500 0.0770
0.8500 0.0784
0.9500 0.0801

Angle of Attack (rotor incidence)

9156 rpm
11663 rpm

84 m/s Low
77 rrds Hi
110 m/s Low
100m/s Hi

r/a 55% Low 55% Hi 70% Low 70% Hi
0.05 8.3 11 8 10.8
0.15 7.5 10 7.5 10
0.25 6.6 9.1 6.2 8.8
0.35 5.7 8.1 5.2 7.7
0.45 5 7.2 4.6 6.8
0.55 4.7 6.8 4.3 6.4
0.65 4.5 6.6 3.9 5.9
0.75 4.4 6.4 3.9 5.7
0.85 4.4 6.1 3.9 5.7
0.95 4.4 6.1 3.9 5.7
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Table 6.2: Input for Boeing Fan Rotor Alone Inflow Noise Calculations

Boeing Test Input Data (Inflow Noise)

Analysis Bandwidth 15.6Hz

Duct Radius 0.2286 m
Hub Radius 0. lm
Rotor Blade Chord 0.08 lm
Number of Rotor Blades 20

Number of Stator Vanes
Stator Chord
Duct radius at stator
hub radius at stator

30
0.044m
0.2286m
0.1m

55% Low

Rotor upstream
U (rotor) 94 m/s
V (rotor) 0
rpm 9156
BL thickness 8.9mm

Lengthscale 2.6mm
Turb. Int. 2%

Run No 759
100%bleed 782

Rotor downstream

U (rotor) 94 m/s
V (rotor) 50 m/s

rpm 9156
BL thickness 8.9mm

Lengthscale 2.6mm
Turb. Int. 2%
Run No 760
100%bleed 781D

55% Hi

94m/s
0
9156
8.9mm
2.6mm
2%

762
779

94m/s
50 m/s
9156
8.9mm
2.6mm
2%
761D
780D

70% Low

123m/s
0
11663
7.6mm
2.8mm
2%

766
783C

123m/s
61 m/s
11663
7.6mm
2.8ram
2%
765C

784

70% Hi

123m/s
0
11663
7.6mm
2.8mm
2%

763C
786

123m/s
61 m/s
11663
7.6mm
2.8mm
2%
764
785C
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Table 6.3: Input for Boeing Fan Stator Noise

Stator upstream
U 123 m/s 123m/s 157m/s
V 50 rn/s 50 m/s 61 m/s
BL thickness 14.9mm 22.86mm

(tip clear 0.05",fig H31)
BL Len. Sc 7.6mm 1 lmm

(estimated from spectra 10dB down pt of 8kHz fig H21)
Turb. Int. 5.5% 6%
Wake Int 3% 4%
Wake Len Sc 3.4mm 3.4mm

(estimated from spectra 10dB down pt of 18kHz fig H21)

Run No. 1001D 1004 1008 1005
Rotor alone 717 720 724 721

Stator downstream

U 123 m/s
V 50 m/s
BL thickness 14.9ram

(tip clear 0.05",fig H31)
BL Len. Sc 7.6mm

(estimated from spectra 10dB
Turb. Int. 5.5 %
Wake Int 3%
Wake Len Sc 3.4mm

(estimated from spectra 10dB

Run No. 1002
Rotor alone 718D

123m/s 157m/s
50 rn/s 61 m/s
22.86mm

llmm

down pt of 8kHz fig H21)
6%
4%
3.4mm

down pt of 18kHz fig H21)

1003D 1007 1006
719D 723C 722

Calculations

157m/s
61 m/s

157m/s
61 m/s
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Figure 1.1- Typical fan noise spectrum showing the subjectively important
regions for large and small diameter engines.
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Figure 6.9: Rotor wake turbulence spectra
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Figure 6.10: The measured and predicted upstream and downstream sound power

at the 55% operating condition, low loading stator noise.

.... + .... predicted BL noise, ----* .... predicted wake noise, .... x .... sum of

predicted BL noise, predicted wake noise and measured level of rotor alone noise.


